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ABSTRACT
EVALUATING THE SIGN LANGUAGE PHONOLOGY OF SIGHT WORDS USED
TO SUPPORT DEAF/HARD OF HEARING STUDENTS’ LITERACY
DEVELOPMENT IN IDIOMA DE SEÑAS DE NICARAGUA
Julie A. Delkamiller
University of Nebraska
Advisor: Dr. John W. Hill
Over the past 30-years linguists have been witnessing the
birth and evolution of a language, Idioma de Señas de
Nicaragua, in Nicaragua, and have initiated and documented
to date the syntax and grammar of this new language. The
purpose of this naturalistic comparative exploratory field
study was to evaluate preprimer and primer Dolch sight
words and sign language frequency and phonology--location,
handshape, and movement--used to support deaf/hard of
hearing students’ literacy development in Idioma de Señas
de Nicaragua compared to American Sign Language. The
research focused on the word and sign frequency and
phonology or individual components of a Nicaraguan sign
that gives it meaning--handshape, location, and movement.
Statistically significantly differences in the direction of
greater sign to preprimer and primer Dolch Word chi-square
frequency comparisons for American Sign Language and Idioma
de Señas de Nicaragua were found. Furthermore, based on the
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moderate to substantial Pearson product-moment correlations
and coefficient of determination areas of shared variance
observed between Dolch preprimer American Sign Language
signed phonemes for handshapes, locations, and movements
and Dolch preprimer Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua signed
phonemes for handshapes, locations, and movements it may be
assumed that children using Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua
have between 59% to 97% of the phonemic means of expressing
themselves as do children using American Sign Language. For
Dolch primer American Sign Language signed phonemes for
handshapes, locations, and movements and Dolch primer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua signed phonemes for
handshapes, locations, and movements it may be assumed that
children using Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua have between
60% to 94% of the phonemic means of expressing themselves
as do children using American Sign Language.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
Far Away
by
Ruben Dario (1867-1916)

Ox that I saw in my childhood, steaming one day
under the flaming gold of the Nicaragua sun,
in the fertile hacienda filled with tropical harmony,
forest dove that sang with the sound of the wind
of the axes, of birds and savage bulls:
I salute you both, you are both my life.
___________________________________________________________
Few people outside Latin America can understand the
popularity and passion for poetry in Nicaragua. Children in
the most remote areas of Nicaragua to adults in government
positions all seem well versed in Ruben Dario’s poetry.
Students rehearse and recite couplets of Dario’s poems and
such poetry is often used to express social criticism.

Arrival
Boarding the plane for Managua my nerves were
supercharged. Would I be able to tap into Dario’s love for
his country? How would I manage the everyday new sights and
smells that I was about to encounter? How would I be able
to build relationships with people in such a short amount
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of time and without fluency in Spanish? Would I be able to
relate to people who live in culture so different from
mine?
As the plane pitched forward and began its descent,
the dark night gave way to the bright lights of Managua.
From this altitude Managua looked comfortably like any
other city in the world. On the ground, however, it was a
very different story altogether. I was amazed with how many
people were actually arriving in Managua in the middle of
the night--crowds of humanity. I was both excited and
overwhelmed by the new sights, sounds, and smells that I
encountered. When retrieving my luggage, security guards
checked each person’s passport, visa, and luggage tags.
Leaving the airport, it was startling how many vehicles
roared crazily past the van. Almost as a way of
objectifying this new and disorienting experience I found
myself comparing the area around the Managua Airport to the
area around Midway Airport in Chicago with the concrete
buildings close to each other and people sitting outside
just visiting. Cities are cities the world over I reminded
myself. I also took a breath and reassured myself--I can do
this. However, I was quickly reminded that this was not
Chicago, as people of all ages came knocking on the van
windows asking for money, selling water in baggies, or
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washing the windows at every stoplight. The desperation of
the people was very poignant.

My First Day--Managua
My first full day in Nicaragua was full of contrasts.
The beauty of the volcanic high country surrounding Managua
suggested to me an impenetrable, breathtaking, and
spectacular vista. Yet, here I was, not in the verdant
hills, but in the barrio where the poorest of the poor live
in Managua. Part of the barrio is built on both sides of a
deep ravine filled with trash. Children were playing and
rummaging in the trash. Other children were playing with a
ball in an area where there is flat ground, and several of
the young children were naked. Two women invited us to see
their homes made out of pieces of corrugated steel and
sheets of plastic that we can assume were retrieved from
the dump. Some homes had only one bed in a bedroom area
separated by a curtain, dirt floors, and a rather
ingeniously built outhouse contrived of plastic bags and
rope. Most of these homes housed about seven to nine
people. Many other homes did not have any beds or what I
was accustomed to calling basic necessities.
Despite such impoverished living conditions, I
witnessed tremendous respect and love for people,
community, and family. It was beyond anything I had ever
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experienced. In spite of their poverty, we were lavished
with the profound riches of human connection that I have
rarely encountered in my creature comfort culture of
overabundance. The contrast between the individualistic and
consumerism driven culture of the United States and the
hospitality and generosity of Nicaraguans--people with few,
if any, material possessions--was brought home to me timeand-time again.

On the way to León
On the way to León, where I would conduct my sign
language study and observations, I stopped at Pajarito
Azul, an orphanage, serving children with severe
disabilities. Even as I entered the building the smell of
urine permeated the air. The rooms were dimly lit and some
of the older children were roaming around. There was little
stimulation or education. The children who were not yet
potty trained wore cloth diapers that seemed to be changed
only when soaking wet. I held a few of the children who
were very undersized and played with a girl learning to
walk at the age of three. From what I was able to gather,
the other children were only receiving custodial care.
Following my visit, the ride to León and the Casa de
Protocolo was filled with somber reflection. The
overwhelming warmth and generosity of those whom I had
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recently met was contrasted with the great economic need
that they must overcome every hour. I knew explicitly that
embracing this contrast would be important to building my
relationships with all whom I would meet and later depend
upon for guidance as I studied the Nicaraguan sign
language.

Ulises
When I met our translator Ulises, my energy was
renewed and my faith restored. He knows English, Spanish,
Idiomas de Señas de Nicaragua (ISN), and some American Sign
Language (ASL). Ulises and I compared signs and later met
several deaf adults in the central square. There I learned
just how important Ruben Dario is to the Nicaraguan culture
by touring the Ruben Dario museum in downtown León. Ulises
and I later explored the Museum of the Revolución. We met
with a man who had been tortured as a young child and as an
adult he fought in the most recent war. It occurred to me
that this was the first generation to not be actively
fighting in a war. They are, however, fighting a tough war
on poverty. When asked what needed to happen to impact
change in Nicaragua his answer was quite simple:
“Education.” This conversation motivated me even further to
want to participate in a research process that would
empower Nicaraguan teachers to provide signs based on the
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Dolch word lists that could result in improved literacy
opportunities for children who are deaf/hard of hearing.

The Deaf Community
The highlight of the day was meeting deaf adults near
a church. People were making final preparations for a
procession celebrating the Body and Blood of Christ. There
was fireworks, dancing, singing, and people carried a
statue through the streets. It was here that I first met
Adolfo. This was a great experience for Ulises as well. It
was the first time that he was translating between all four
languages. Yet I was able to communicate quite well on my
own by using ASL and as much ISN as possible. I temporarily
forgot that I was in Nicaragua because I felt so
comfortable and “at home” with the deaf adults. As we
signed we were able to discuss many of the issues that deaf
individuals face. One young man explained that his mom died
when he was only six months old and his father left the
country. His aunt reluctantly took care of him and then was
able to send him to the Special School in León but he was
not able to complete high school. With a nearly 70%
unemployment rate nationwide, it is difficult to find a job
as a deaf person (Polich, 2001). Anyone with disabilities,
including their families, is seen as being punished by God
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and are therefore often shunned, ostracized, and hidden
from the public.

My First School Observations
After visiting several local schools, I was able to
assess the situation. Teachers had limited materials, few
teaching supplies, but did have white boards and markers.
There were no textbooks that I could see for students even
at the university level and no picture books for elementary
students. Teachers in general did not seem to be following
any lesson plans and class activities seemed to be very
unstructured with no sense of curriculum scope and sequence
for students at any grade. The only expectation for
children seemed to be that they would come into the
classroom, sit down in their chairs, and wait for the
teacher to begin teaching--sometimes the students sat
waiting for the teacher for what seemed like a long time.
We saw very little preparation by teachers before
starting each lesson. There is a great need for lesson
planning and structuring the day to promote greater
learning in the classroom environment. The school session
lasts for only half a day in order to allow more children
to go to school and yet the teachers did not seem to
maximize the limited time. School is compulsory through
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6th-grade, and retention is a common practice--sometimes
repeating the same grade several times.

Deaf Culture and Needs
The rate of deafness in Nicaragua is much higher than
in the United States (Polich, 2001). Unsanitary hospitals
in Nicaragua are a leading factor in babies contracting
sepsis requiring a powerful dose of the antibiotic
gentamicin. Additional risk factors in rural Nicaragua
include maternal infection during pregnancy, poor perinatal
health care, prematurity, and gentamicin exposure
(Saunders, Vaz, Greinwald, Lai, Morin, & Mojica, 2007).
Heightened blood levels of gentamicin are associated with
increased incidences of severe/profound deafness, vision
problems and/or balance difficulties and with unrestricted
access to the drug, there are higher numbers of individuals
with hearing loss in Nicaragua (Saunders, Greinwald, Vas,
Guo, 2009; University of Michigan, 1997). Despite the
elevated rate of deafness in Nicaragua ISN is only now an
evolving sign language that is less than 30-years old. To
date, most research has focused on proving that ISN is
indeed a language (Kegl, 1994; Senghas & Coppola, 2001;
Senghas, Kita & Ozyurek, 2004). In this study it became my
goal to evaluate preprimer and primer Dolch sight words and
sign language frequency and phonology--location, handshape,
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and movement--used to support deaf/hard of hearing
students’ literacy development.
Why this study in this country? One of my interactions
with a student who was deaf brought this into focus for me.
I spent one morning observing a deaf student, approximately
8 years old, in a hearing school with no interpreter or
supports at all. She was very good at making it look like
she was reading but when I pulled her aside and did a
quick, informal assessment it was evident that she was
fooling everyone. This student made indiscriminant sounds
while doing choral group reading to pacify the teachers and
other classmates. The teacher commented that the student
could lip read extremely well. This was not so. Using ISN,
I asked this student to sign some basic Spanish words and
she was unable to identify even one word. This showed a
very resilient young student adapting to the situation in
which she was faced, all the while she was learning
nothing. Later she wanted me to meet her only friend at the
school, and yet she did not know her friend’s name.
Unfortunately, the parents are paying for their daughter to
attend this private school where there is no specialized
pedagogy or training for teaching students who are
deaf/hard of hearing.
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Historically, this is not unusual. Deaf people across
all continents and for all time have been seen as deficient
and even incapable of learning (Bragg, 2001; Easterbrooks &
Baker, 2002; Lane, Hoffmeister, & Bahan, 1996; Fox, 2007;
Moores, 2001). Even in enlightened nations persons who
could neither hear nor speak were labeled Deaf and Dumb
because the absence of speech and speech reading abilities
were deemed directly related to intelligence (Bragg, 2001;
Moore & Levitan, 2003; Moores, 2001). For example, the
first school in the United States was called the American
Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb (Gannon, 1981) and in
Nebraska, the Nebraska School for the Deaf referred to its
students as inmates (Nebraska School for the Deaf Museum,
2009).
Nicaragua is confronting these issues in addition to
immense poverty, lack of resources, and only rudimentary
education even for the majority of the population. In this
study I used the preprimer and primer Dolch words in order
to analyze the phonology of the Nicaraguan signs. With this
information, a foundation may be established upon which to
build literacy development curriculum and research based
methodology for the deaf/hard of hearing students in
Nicaragua. Perhaps there is a deaf Nicaraguan sometime in
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the future that would like to emulate the poetry of Ruben
Dario by signing, writing, and reading a new Far Away.

The Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is to evaluate preprimer and
primer Dolch sight words and sign language frequency and
phonology--location, handshape, and movement--used to
support deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development
in Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua compared to American Sign
Language.

Research Questions
Following analysis of the field notes and data
collected by the researcher during two trips to Nicaragua
the following research questions were developed. The
questions guided the study in an analysis of cross cultural
preprimer and primer Dolch words and sign frequencies and
further evaluated signed phonemes for location, handshape,
and movement frequencies--all supporting deaf/hard of
hearing students’ language development.
Overarching Research Question #1: Is there a
statistically significant difference between documented ASL
adapted preprimer Dolch words and sign frequencies compared
to ISN adapted preprimer Dolch words and sign frequencies?
Overarching Research Question #2: Is there a
statistically significant difference between documented ASL
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adapted primer Dolch words and sign frequencies compared to
ISN adapted primer Dolch words and sign frequencies?
Research Question #3: Is there a statistically
significant relationship between documented ISN--location—
supporting deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy
development and documented ASL--location--supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
preprimer Dolch words?
Research Question #4: Is there a statistically
significant relationship between documented ISN--handshape-supporting deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy
development and documented ASL--handshape--supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
preprimer Dolch words?
Research Question #5: Is there a statistically
significant relationship between documented ISN--movement-supporting deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy
development and documented ASL--movement--supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
preprimer Dolch words?
Research Question #6: Is there a statistically
significant relationship between documented ISN--location-supporting deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy
development and documented ASL--location--supporting
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deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
primer Dolch words?
Research Question #7: Is there a statistically
significant relationship between documented ISN--handshape-supporting deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy
development and documented ASL--handshape--supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
primer Dolch words?
Research Question #8: Is there a statistically
significant relationship between documented ISN--movement-supporting deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy
development and documented ASL--movement--supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
primer Dolch words?

Definitions of Terms
American Sign Language (ASL). The visual-spatial
language used by the Deaf community in the United States
and parts of Canada.

Asociación Nacional de Sordos de Nicaragua (ANSNIC).
The only national organization for deaf/hard of hearing
people in Nicaragua (Polich, 2005).

Chereme. The term first coined by William Stokoe
(1960) to represent the basic linguistic unit of sign
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language. The term phoneme has replaced chereme in current
literature.

Cherology. The term developed by William Stokoe (1960)
in reference to phonology of sign language from the Greek
word for hand cheiros.

Deaf. The term Deaf when used with a capital D refers
to individuals who identify themselves with Deaf culture
and the community’s sign language. (Padden & Humphries,
1988).

deaf. The term deaf when used with a lower case d is
used as an audiologic term describing anyone with a hearing
loss.

Dolch words. The 220 most common words found in
children’s reading books identified by Edward Dolch in
1936.

Fingerspelling. Communication involving successive
hand configurations representing the letters of an
alphabet.

Hard of hearing. Individuals with a hearing loss who
may use sign language as well as spoken English to
communicate.

Handshape. The shape of the hand when forming a sign
in sign language.
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Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (ISN). The preferred
language of the deaf community members in Nicaragua first
documented in 1986.

Location. When forming a sign, location refers to the
placement of the hands and arms on the body or in the space
around the signer.

Movement. The hands will rarely be held still when
forming a sign but instead move locations on the body or in
the signing space. Movement is often the parameter of a
sign that distinguishes a noun from a verb.

Phonology. The internal components of a sign
comparable to phonemes based on sound in a spoken language.
William Stokoe (1960, 1978; Stokoe, Casterline & Croneberg,
1976) identified the three chereme/phonemes of a sign as
handshape, location, and movement.

Signing Space. A person’s sign space is the area where
most signs are formed. This includes the area extending
from head to waist, and shoulder to shoulder.

Assumptions
The study has several strong features. Primary
assumptions fundamental to this study were:
1. The researcher holds current national certification
in interpreting and transliterating from the United States
Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf. The researcher is
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also a licensed teacher of the deaf/hard of hearing and has
been trained in the Fairview Learning System (1998).
2. The researcher ensured the accurate translation of
the Dolch words by purchasing, evaluating, and utilizing a
commercial package of Dolch words that had been translated
into Spanish. In the materials, it is clearly stated that
due to grammatical differences between two languages, it is
not feasible to use a 1:1 translation. In the translation
used, the creators of the program used two translators: one
who was a native English speaker and one who was a native
Spanish speaker (Isaacson, 2003).
3. The translation of Spanish-to-English and Englishto-Spanish words used throughout this study was interpreted
correctly thanks to the researcher’s two language
informants and translators Ulises and Omar who speak
Spanish as their native language. Ulises also acted as the
Spanish-to-English, English-to-Spanish, and ISN language
interpreter who rendered the message faithfully for this
study (Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf, 2005).
4. Adolfo, a deaf adult in the Nicaraguan deaf
community, who is widely respected by the Asociación
Nacional de Sordos de Nicaragua, accurately and
painstakingly translated the Spanish Dolch words into ISN.
Adolfo also has a good command of written Spanish.
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Furthermore, Adolfo, teaches sign language to parents of
deaf/hard of hearing children at Los Pipitos, school for
deaf children, in León, Nicaragua.

Delimitations
For this dissertation research I arrived in Nicaragua
alone and with no proficiency in Spanish. Fortunately, as
described in the assumptions, I ultimately came to rely
upon the three aforementioned very skillful and dependable
interpreters and language guides. All study ISN data and
Spanish meanings were collected during two stays in
Nicaragua, first from March 28, 2008, to April 6, 2008, and
my return trip from July 26, 2008, to August 6, 2008. Dr.
Ann Coyne, Professor of Social Work, University of Nebraska
at Omaha, Omaha, NE, who is serving as a dissertation
committee member, was also instrumental in securing
lodging, interpreters, and individuals from the Autonomaus
de Universidad de Nicaragua, without which and whom I could
not have completed this study.

Limitations
This exploratory field study of necessity was based on
the availability of formal Nicaraguan signs that are
recognized and used by the deaf community. In addition, the
signs could change rapidly, that is more signs could be
added and some signs could diminish in popular deaf
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community usage, with the cohesion of a nationwide
coordinated deaf community or possibly the adoption of a
nationally approved curriculum for literacy.

Significance of the Study
Over the past 30 years linguists have been witnessing
the actual birth and evolution of a language, Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (ISN), in Nicaragua, and have initiated
and documented to date the syntax and grammar of this new
language (Morgan & Kegl, 2006; Senghas, A & Coppola, M,
2001). My dissertation research focuses on the phonology or
individual components of a Nicaraguan sign that gives it
meaning--handshape, location, and movement. Of language,
spoken, written, or signed, it may be said that more is
better, more words, more signs, more meanings, and--in this
study comparing ISN, with ASL, based on preprimer and
primer Dolch words--more handshapes, locations, and
movements. This study is intended to set a foundation for
witnessing the further development of ISN and seeing to it
that this language directly benefits children in the deaf
community as they put their language to work developing
literacy skills.
As the Ministry of Education in Nicaragua implements
training for educators of the deaf/hard of hearing,
evidence based practices must be part of teacher training.
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Bringing attention to the complexity of individual signs in
a new and developing sign language in comparison to an
established, well studied, and documented sign language,
such as ASL, may result in more signs with richer meanings
fostering hoped for literacy skills in children who are
deaf/hard of hearing.

Contribution to Research
This research is intended to advance our understanding
of the basic differences between ISN phonology and ASL
phonology.
With this information, additional research will be
conducted to enhance teacher training in Nicaragua. Future
research and curriculum development may be conducted in
collaboration with Los Pipitos, in León, Nicaragua.

Contribution to Practice
Standardized preprimer and primer Dolch words used in
signed communication and reading activities may assist
children in understanding the direct link between the words
they sign and the words they read.

Contribution to Policy
Following analysis of the Dolch words as signed in ISN
and the signed phonemes in ISN compared to these same
conditions in ASL it is hoped that the Nicaraguan
government will continue to recognize and support the
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importance of the emerging language ISN and its importance
to the deaf community and the education of its children.

Organization of the Study
The literature review relevant to this study is
presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the research
design, methodology, and procedures used to gather and
analyze the data of the study. Chapter 4 reports the
research results, and Chapter 5 provides conclusions and
discusses research findings.
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CHAPTER TWO
Review of the Literature

Early Views on Deafness
As early as 355 B.C. Aristotle said, “Those born deaf

become senseless and incapable of reason” (Moore & Levitan,
2003, p. 517-518). Throughout history for individuals born
deaf, or who later in childhood, adolescence, or even
adulthood lost their hearing due to either injury or
illness, this was the prevailing belief--and it would
remain so for centuries. Because the ability to speak was
historically considered indicative of an individual’s
intelligence and worth in society the deaf were often
considered outcasts even by members of their own families.
Many families hid their children with disabilities and
thought they were being punished for past sins. Given their
inferior status, deaf individuals were denied legal
protection, education, and marriage throughout the world.
Fray Melochor de Yebra was the first person to discuss
how fingerspelling could be used in education and
documented those handshapes in the sixteenth century
(VanCleve & Crouch, 1989). In 1620, a Spanish priest, Juan
Pablo Bonet, published the first manual alphabet book of
signs (Moores, 2001). This was the groundwork that led
Charles Michel De l’Épée to develop a system of
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standardized signs and fingerspelling used in the first
public school for the deaf in France, the Institution

Nationale des sourds-muets de Paris (Lane, 1992). Épée
published a dictionary of French sign language in 1788.
(Lane, Hoffmeister & Bahan, 1996; Padden & Humphries,
1988).
In the United States, Thomas Gallaudet’s quest to find
a way to educate the deaf began with an unplanned
interaction with a young and profoundly deaf neighbor girl,
Alice Cogswell. Writing words with a stick in the dirt to
communicate with Alice led Gallaudet to inquire about
teaching deaf students. Gallaudet’s search for teaching
methods for deaf children began in Europe in 1816 (VanCleve
& Crouch, 1989). However, Gallaudet’s initial efforts were
met with resistance.
The oral educators of deaf children at that time,
including Germany’s Samuel Heinicke and England’s Thomas
Braidwood, would not meet with Gallaudet and maintained the
importance of keeping oral teaching methods confidential.
During the 19th Century, oral educators in Europe used socalled secret methods to teach lipreading and speech (Lane,
1992; Lane, Hoffmeister & Bahan, 1996; Padden & Humphries,
2005; VanCleve & Crouch, 1989). Any gestures or signs were
banned particularly in Samuel Heinicke’s oral method
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termed, The German Method (List, 1994). Heinicke believed
that any gestures or signs slowed down the acquisition of
speech and would separate deaf from hearing.
In France, however, educators were willing to
demonstrate their use of sign language and greeted
Gallaudet warmly. In fact, Laurent Clerc, a deaf man and
student of Abbé Sicard, returned to the United States with
Thomas Gallaudet. In Clerc’s first address to a board of
directors in Boston in 1816, he explained the impact that
Abbé Sicard’s school made on him. Sicard had recognized
Clerc was intelligent--“but nevertheless I had no idea of
intellectual things. I had it is true, a mind, but it did
not think; I had a heart, but it did not feel” (Clerc,
1816, as cited in Fernandes & Kelleher, 1994). As a result
of their presentations, Clerc and Gallaudet together
established the first school for the deaf in the United
States, in 1817, the American Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb,
in Connecticut (Gannon, 1981; Moores, 2001; Van Cleve &
Crouch, 1989). The pair advocated using sign language as
well as developing a person’s speech to the best of his/her
ability. At this time, the importance for social and
emotional learning was paired with educational services for
the deaf/hard of hearing for the first time. Especially in
a residential setting, deaf students were able to build
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relationships without barriers because they were encouraged
to use sign language to communicate with one another (Van
Cleve & Crouch, 1989).
Unknown to Gallaudet, a community of deaf and hearing
people, as one community, lived, worked, and communicated
together through sign language on Martha’s Vineyard, MA, as
early as the 1700s (Groce, 1985), beginning with the first
known deaf man on the island, Jonathan Lambert. By 1880,
nearly 1 in 155 inhabitants were deaf (with genetics being
the main cause for deafness). Over time on Martha’s
Vineyard, sign language developed naturally among the
community members. In 1895, a newspaper even commented on
how both hearing and deaf people could use both signed and
spoken language with ease (Groce, 1985).
Historically, both the sign language that developed
naturally on Martha’s Vineyard and the French Sign Language
promulgated by Gallaudet and Clerc at the American Asylum
for the Deaf and Dumb, later to be renamed the American
School for the Deaf, are considered to be the two main
influences in developing American Sign Language (Aarons,
1994; Groce, 1985; Stokoe, 2001). It is with this language,
that the Deaf community in the United States developed and
flourished.
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Social and Emotional Foundations of Learning
Learning is primarily relational making social
emotional skills important for academic achievement
(Cerney, 2007; Ragozzino, 2003). For deaf/hard of hearing
children the need for social emotional skills is
exacerbated. With the limited access to communication from
family members, a concerted effort must be made to address
these social-emotional needs. One of the most important
factors for deaf students’ self esteem is to belong to the
in-group (Jambor, 2005). The importance of social and
emotional learning for students to be successful in
academics and active in communities cannot be
underestimated (Cerney, 2007; Greenberg et al., 2003).
Children with hearing loss have fewer opportunities
than hearing children to interact with peers who are able
to communicate fluently. This affects the acquisition of
social behaviors (Antia, Kreimeyer, & Eldredge, 1994). Peer
social behaviors categorized into peer interaction, play,
child initiations/peer responses, and peer
initiations/child responses are thought to need direct
teacher mediation to help reinforce peer social behaviors
in the classroom (Antia & Kreimeyer, 1997; Fjord, 2001).
With multiple influences on children’s social behaviors,
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further examination of social skills interventions is
necessary.
Deaf individuals’ interactions with non-signing people
will be ever present. With over 90% of deaf people being
born into hearing families, the need to communicate with
non-signers is important (Moores, 2001). Deaf/hard of
hearing children and family members must navigate between
the hearing and deaf communities. Furthermore, parents’
level of signing communication may have a positive impact
on deaf adolescents’ self esteem. For example, Desselle and
Pearlmutter (1997) assert that deaf students from families
where parents knew few signs or depended on oral skills had
lower self-esteem.
However, in Crowe’s study (2003) deaf students with at
least one deaf signing parent scored significantly higher
on the Rosenberg Self Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965)
compared to deaf students with hearing parents who did not
sign. The importance of having positive relationships with
family members and its impact on the self esteem of those
with hearing loss has been documented in several studies
(Bat-Chava, 2000; Johnson, Liddell, & Erting, 1989; MeadowOrlans, 1990). Social interactions within the family are
crucial for language development (Dunn, 1994; Traci &
Koester, 2003) and even more so for deaf/hard of hearing
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children. In fact, the sign proficiency of the mother has
been shown to provide a direct impact on language
development and theory of mind for deaf/hard of hearing
children (Easterbrooks & Baker, 2002; Moeller & Schick,
2006).
When reviewing theory of mind and the ability to think
about language, early social opportunities are important
for the development of false belief reasoning and general
discussion of mental states. During such early
conversations, the language used reveals information about
feelings, ideas, and memories that are not tangible at the
moment and which are critical for development (Astington,
2001; Brown, Donelan-McCall, & Dunn, 1996; Peterson &
Siegal, 2000). Therefore the development of cognition and
metacognition is dependent upon access to early social
opportunities that are often delayed for deaf/hard of
hearing children in hearing families that are not native
signers (Peterson & Siegal, 1995; Russell et al., 1998).
These studies on theory of mind development in deaf/hard of
hearing children are relatively recent and warrant further
study.

Reading Delays in Deaf/Hard of Hearing.
Learning to read is critical to educational and social
development. Students who can read have an increased sense
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of pride and confidence and when students view themselves
as readers, they encourage others to enjoy reading
(Rottenberg, 2001; Rottenberg & Searffossi, 1992). Teachers
who see their students acquire the fluency in reading at
young ages may also feel that sense of pride and
accomplishment. Hearing students in general, arrive at
school with a good command of their culture’s spoken
language because they have heard it and used it in
conversation all their lives. The teacher then helps make
the link between the heard and spoken language to the
language in print.
All over the world, individuals are wired for
language. The brain does not show preferential treatment to
the culture, language, hearing status, or developmental
ability—acquiring a language is the priority (GoldinMeadow, 2003; Goldin-Meadow & Mylander, 1990; Klima &
Bellugi, 1979; Lenneberg, 1967). Language is learned best
in a natural environment and in most cases is learned with
little effort. Learning to read however, is a complex task
for anyone and there are certainly many hearing people who
do not learn to read on grade level (Casanave, 1988).
Readers must develop cognitive, linguistic, and
metalinguistic skills while at the same time having various
motivators influencing their progress such as personal
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interest in the subject matter, working memory, and the
existing knowledge base and lived experience (Emmorey &
Kosslyn, 1996; Emmorey, Kosslyn, & Bellugi, 1993;
Marschark, 1993; Marsharck & Spencer, 2003). With varying
methods for teaching reading from phonics, basal readers,
whole language, commercial curriculum, whole word programs,
and other miscellaneous approaches, the complexity of
learning to read is evident (Ehri, Nunes, Willows, Valeska,
Schuster, Yaghoub-Zadeh & Shanahan, 2001; Maxwell, 1985;
Paul, 1997) and the creation of interventions for
struggling readers further proves the point that reading
can be difficult for anyone (Santa & Hoien, 1999). For the
most part, then, a solid language foundation is a necessary
but not solely sufficient condition for developing literacy
skills. In short a solid language foundation whether heard
and spoken by hearing children or not heard and signed by
deaf children serves to remove barriers to reading success.
For students who lost their hearing before acquiring
the spoken form of their culture’s language, the task of
learning the print form of their culture’s language is made
that much more difficult. Yet Rottenberg and Searfoss
(1992) observed that the seven deaf preschool children in
their study chose to participate in reading, drawing, and
writing activities more than other activities and they used
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these literacy activities for social interaction as well.
With these deaf children’s understanding of print being
similar to those of hearing children, providing plenty of
reading and writing activities is critical to literacy
learning.
It is interesting to note that for deaf children born
into a signing and/or deaf family the language development
of those children parallels hearing children born into
hearing families. However, when deaf children are born into
non-signing hearing families, there are significant
language delays (Kuntze 1998; Marscharck, 2001; Meir &
Newport, 1990). With over 90% of deaf children being born
into hearing families, many of these children experience a
deprivation in language until formal school entry (Briggle,
2005; Moores, 2001). In essence, the deaf/hard of hearing
student begins school with a 4-year to 5-year delay in
language learning (Marscharck, 2001). Therefore, when
students graduate from high school, the median grade level
for reading still hovers near the 4th/5th-grade level
(Holt, Traxler, & Allen 1997). Traxler (2000) reported that
less than one half of 18 year-old students who are
deaf/hard of hearing reach a 5th-grade level in reading and
writing with gaps shown in vocabulary, comprehension, and
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conceptual knowledge (Vess & Douglas, 1995). According to
Vess and Douglas:
Although deafness itself may have no effect on
intellectual potential, the deafness will lead to
impoverished communication skills that may limit
development severely. That deaf/hard of hearing
children fall seriously behind their hearing
peers in language ability is well documented. One
such study indicates that only 10% of this
nation's deaf/hard of hearing children reach
eighth grade reading levels by age 14. (p. 1)
Research has consistently shown the gaps in deaf
children’s reading levels (Cawthon, 2004; LaSasso & Lollis,
2003; Padden & Ramsey, 1998) but there is a paucity of
research on instructional methods that have proven
universally successful (Johnson, Liddell, & Erting, 1989).
Research is only beginning to reveal the manner in which
deaf children access printed language and the instructional
strategies that best facilitate their learning (Musselman,
2000; Nover, Andrews, Baker, Everhart, & Bradford, 2002).
While all deaf experts agree on the importance of
developing literacy skills for deaf/hard of hearing
students, disagreement remains, even today, on the best
methodology and approach for developing the crucial
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underlying language skills requisite to this important task
(Easterbrooks & Baker, 2002; Knight & Swanwick, 1999; Lane,
Hoffmesiter & Bahan, 1996; Marschark & Spencer, 2003;
Moores, 2001; Nover, 1995). According to Maxwell (1985)
“Educational policy for the deaf, however, has failed to
take into account attitudes toward language and language
mode, the actual uses of language and mode by deaf persons,
and the social organization of deaf persons” (p. 208).

Evolution of Sign Language
Throughout history, it been posited that the
communication between deaf individuals was just gestural
because many signs seemed to represent the object visually
and were seen as iconic. After Darwin published Origin of
Species in 1859, it was a commonly held view that the first
forms of language on earth were visual gestural and may
have been more similar to the signed languages of the deaf.
When viewed from the biblical rendition of Adam naming the
animals by needing to point them out first in order to name
them, visual gestural communication was seen to have
occurred first (Armstrong, 1999; Armstrong & Wilcox, 2007).
Because interaction and communication between and among
people must be all encompassing, it would be difficult to
separate gesture from any other channel of language.
Armstrong (1999) believes that language has always been a
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multichannel marvel even though most people think of
language as speech and only happening in the one channel.
Research using sign language in primates has shown that
even though speech is not possible, apes and chimpanzees
are able to use sign language vocabulary for productive
communication (Armstrong, 2003). In addition, the movement
to primarily spoken language was most likely practical,
much like Darwin’s theories. From an evolutionary
perspective speech may have developed because for survival
spoken language was more energy efficient, could be used in
the dark, and could take place even while the hands were
busy (Armstrong, 1983; Stokoe, 2005).

Gestures. Research has shown the difference between
gesture and sign language and has also shown how gestures
can co-occur in both signed languages and spoken languages
(Klima & Bellugi 1979; Messing & Campbell, 1999) and with a
high number of iconic signs it is often wrongly assumed
that sign language is easier to learn (Goldin-Meadow,
2003). For example, the sign for driving is to grab an
imaginary steering wheel as if you are driving a car or the
sign for eating is made with bent hands moving toward the
mouth. Both of these may be seen as iconic in sign
language. While hearing children will moo like a cow, bark
like a dog, or whisper and giggle, it is much more
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difficult to represent a coat or a cookie--objects that do
not make noises. The few words based on the sounds of the
item itself are termed onomatopoeia (Thompson, Vinson &
Vigliocco, 2009) and would be the equivalent to iconic
signs.
When studying oral deaf children, it was found that
deaf and hearing children have similar gestures but the
deaf/hard of hearing children used the gestures as part of
a linguistic system. Hearing students were using the
gestures to match spoken words but the deaf/hard of hearing
oral students created a system of gestures used for all
natural language functions even though it had not been
modeled (Goldin-Meadow, 2003). In Singleton’s & Newport’s
study (2004) of deaf children learning sign language from
parents with incomplete sign language, it was found that
the deaf/hard of hearing children developed language beyond
the input of their parents.
William Stokoe was the first person to proclaim those
gestures the deaf students were using was actually a
language. As a professor of literary texts at Gallaudet,
Stokoe did not know sign language when he was hired but
knew that if he was to teach an appreciation of Chaucer,
Stokoe needed to learn the language of the students (Maher,
1996). After a rudimentary beginners class in sign
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language, Stokoe observed that the way students were
signing was much different than the hearing teachers at
Gallaudet. Shortly after beginning his formal research he
told a colleague, “It looks to me that they’ve got a real
language here” (Fox, 2007, p. 94).

Sign Language Acquisition
Phonology of American Sign Language. William Stokoe
(1960) described phonology in sign language as a finite set
of discrete meaningless, contrastive elements that combine
to form words. When Stokoe first published his
groundbreaking work that American Sign Language (ASL) was
indeed a language, many of his colleagues shunned his work
(Maher, 1996). To people who were non-signers it seemed to
be only gestural. He termed his work on sign language
phonology as the “Cheremic model” based on the Latin word
“xeir” meaning “hand.” He described each sign with three
phonological parameters. “Dez” was the handshape, “tab” was
the location and “sig” was the movement of the hands
(Valli, Lucas & Mulrooney, 2004; Stokoe, 1960, 1978, 1980,
2001).
Since Stokoe’s pioneering research, other phonological
theories for sign language have been proposed. The HoldMovement Model by Liddell, Visual Phonology by Uyechi,
Dependency Phonology by van der Hulst, Prosodic by
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Brentari, and Hand Tier by Sandler and Lillo-Martin are
additional theories (Brentari, 1998; Valli, Lucas &
Mulrooney, 2004). In 1978, Stokoe published a revised
edition of his work to include references to the advances
in sign language research and psycholinguistics. For this
study, Stokoe’s original phonological parameters using the
current terminologies of handshape, location, and movement
will be utilized.
Since 1960, linguists have been studying signed
languages around the world. Studying sign languages has
inherent difficulties due to the lack of native signers and
the influence of the spoken language on the sign language
(Bishop & Hicks, 2005). Even now, in Nicaragua and Israeli
Bedouin communities, linguists are gathering as much data
as possible while the sign languages are relatively young
and pure (Fox, 2007). Current research shows that signed
languages are more similar to spoken languages in how the
brain processes the information and in the basic properties
of any language (Campbell, MacSweeney, & Waters, 2007;
Emmorey, et al., 2002). As a result, many schools,
universities, and states now recognize American Sign
Language as a distinct, world language.
While sign language does not have the same long
documented history as spoken languages, many similarities
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exist. Sign languages have been shown to process in the
same part of the brain as spoken language (Campbell, et
al., 2007) and that both the right and left brain are used
(Sandler, 2008). Sign languages have unique phonology,
morphology and syntax (Aarons, 1994; van der Kooij, 2001;
Mathur & Rathmann, 2001). Some of the similarities to
spoken languages include “tips of the fingers” as compared
to “slips of the tongue” meaning that mistakes are made
phonologically. (Hohenberger, Happ, & Leuninger, 2002;
Leuninger, Hohenberger, Waleschokowsk, Menges, & Happ,
2004; Thompson, Emmorey,& Gollan, 2005). Sign languages are
natural and will develop within a community of individuals
desiring to communicate. When Leuninger, Hohenberger, &
Waleschkowski (2007) studied German Sign Language, it was
documented to be the phonological features that accounted
for the slips and these slips tend to happen mostly with
proper names with partial access to phonology (Thompson,
Emmorey & Gollan, 2005; Sandler, 2008). It was concluded
that, “Signs appear to be stored as a set of phonological
attributes” (2005, p. 859).
While spoken words are linear in nature, signs are
organized in bundles. The English words three and there
have the same five letters. However, by rearranging two
letters there are different words with different meanings.
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It is linear. In ASL, the phonemes of handshape, location,
and movement can be expressed at the same time. A change in
one phoneme changes the meaning completely. For example the
handshape (open 5) and movement (touch) for signs mother
and father are the same but the location changes. In ASL,
female signs are produced near the chin while male signs
are made near the forehead. While these signs are produced
with one hand, Fox reports that “...about 60% of the signs
of American Sign Language are made with both hands” (Fox,
2007, p. 102).
Sign languages can carry more information in larger
chunks than in spoken language and users of ASL can think
about the same concepts, beliefs, and doubts as those using
spoken languages (Hohenberger, 2008). Yet there are
differences in the modalities. The first most notable one
is that spoken languages primarily use the tongue as an
articulator whereas sign languages have two articulators:
the right hand and the left hand. Such handedness is a
phonological feature that is not found in any spoken
language (Sandler & Lillo-Martin, 2006). The second most
notable difference is the use of facial expressions and
body language as a function of grammar (Sandler, 2008). In
ASL, different facial features discriminate between a
topical sentence and a question for example. These
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differences carry morphological information simultaneously
with the phonological means (Hohenberger, 2008).

Constraints on signs. Signs also have constraints.
Typically, there is one hand configuration, one location,
and one movement in a word (Sandler, 2008). Some signs are
different when used alone as compared to being used in a
sentence much like spoken languages (Sandler, 1999).
Additional rules include alternating signs cannot have a
weak drop but if the weak hand movement is not alternating
then it can do weak drop (Padden & Perlmutter, 1987). The
non-dominant hand has a purpose but it is mostly at higher
levels of meaning (Sandler & Lillo-Martin, 2006) and the
use of noun-verb pairs specifies which is the verb and
which is the noun (Humphries, Padden, Hills, Renner & Lott,
2004). The symmetry constraint indicates that if both hands
move, they must have the same handshape and move
symmetrically (Battison, 1978). There is also a selected
finger constraint that says only one group of selected
fingers can be used in a sign (Mandel, 1979) and the
dominance constraint restricts the movement of the other so
that the non-dominant hand is the base for the dominant
hand (Battison, 1978). Within the dominance constraint,
only six shapes can be used for the base hand in ASL while
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in British Sign Language there are only four handshapes
that are allowed (Fox, 2007).

American Sign Language and children. Babies learning
sign language have been shown to babble in sign language
much like spoken language (Petitto & Marentette, 1991).
Additional studies have shown that ASL development follows
the same developmental path as a spoken language. According
to Volterra and Erting (1990):
The fundamental stages of sign language and spoken
language acquisition are the same. The timing of the
achievement of milestones in sign language acquisition
corresponds fairly well to the achievement of their
counterparts in spoken language acquisition. (pp. 302303)
In their study of nine children from deaf parents,
Bonvillian and Siedlecki (2000), found that the children
did not make the signs exactly as their parents had
modeled. Much like hearing children learning spoken
language making pronunciation mistakes, the deaf children
made production errors. Hearing children may say peas
instead of please and it is through other people
reinforcing the word please that the child learns to use it
correctly. The same is true in sign language. Using
Stokoe’s (1960) system of sign formation, it was shown that
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children produced signs most like their parents in the
location parameter. With neutral space, chin, forehead, and
trunk being the location for most of the signs, the
location showed the least amount of errors. The study
findings suggest that between parent and children signs
there was disagreement with handshape when children were
younger while with age and increased vocabulary there was
more agreement in the signs between children and parent
signs.
The first four handshapes acquired and produced by
children were: 5, g, a, b (Bonvillian & Siedlecki, 2000).
Boyes Braem (1998) predicted that the first or stage one
handshapes would be: s, l, bent o, g, 5, c. Further studies
analyzed the anatomy of the hand and motor development of
the child and concurred with Boyes Braem results (Battison,
1974; Fogel, 1981). Von Tetzchner (1984) relied upon notes
kept by the mother of a deaf child and confirmed the
handshapes for infants are very similar to Boyes Braem and
Fogel models of handshape development.
In the Bonvillian and Siedlecki (2000) report, there
was discrepancy between the movement of the children’s
signs and that of their parents. This was contributed to
the fact that some signs may have had up to three movements
and it was more difficult for younger children to discern
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the differences. However, there was more agreement as the
children became older and the signs became more complex.
Children’s movement of signs better matched that of their
parents’ as the signs become more complex.
When deaf children learn ASL from their deaf family
members, the language development parallels that of hearing
children (Newport & Meir, 1985; McAnally, Rose & Quigley,
2004; Petitto & Marentette, 1991; Schlesigner & Meadow,
1972). Because infants can communicate by 8 months using
sign language, it has been popular in the United States to
teach hearing babies to sign (Garcia, 1999; Pizer, Walters
& Meier, 2007) Daniels’ research found that ASL instruction
to the hearing kindergarten students provided a literacy
advantage in both receptive and expressive English
vocabulary as well as ASL skills and higher emergent
reading levels (1996). In numerous studies, English
vocabulary and reading ability levels have improved with
teaching hearing elementary school students sign language
(Cooper, 2002; Crawford, 2001; Daniels 1993, 1994, 1996,
1997, 2001, 2002, 2003; Prinz & Prinz, 1981).
When infants learn to use sign language at a young
age, the acquisition of a second language is facilitated
naturally (Johnson, Liddell, & Erting, 1989). While
learning ASL could be the second language for the family,
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it can be the first language for the deaf child assuring
that the deaf child learns the language effortlessly just
as hearing children learn spoken English (Christensen,
2000).

Fingerspelling. Young children are also able to learn
fingerspelling in a different way than adults. Without
knowledge of English words, young children will recognize
the patterns of fingerspelling and contribute to an ASL
lexicon that is abundant (Padden, 2006). In Kelly’s (1995)
study, deaf parents began fingerspelling to their deaf
daughter when she was only eight weeks old and the daughter
was first recorded producing fingerspelling at 25 months.
Incorporating fingerspelling into the daily discourse in
the home was used in labeling objects, reading stories, and
in conversation most notably showing the sign first, then
fingerspelling and either giving the sign again or pointing
to the object. This is a technique known as sandwiching
(Kelly, 1995). Further studies highlight the importance of
fingerspelling for personal names, brand names, and for
fingerspelled loan signs that have no signed equivalent.
Padden (2006) researched other world sign languages and
found that fingerspelled loan signs are more prevalent in
ASL than in any other world sign language. Furthermore,
fingerspelling even at a young age is important for
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representing English and for emphasizing bilingualism.
English words such as big have signs but there is also a
fingerspelled loan sign that is produced with additional
movement and emphasis. Fingerspelling is an important part
of sign language acquisition as it is the basis for many of
the handshapes used, and errors in fingerspelling terms are
often found to be phonological in nature (Mayberry &
Waters, 1991). In addition, it has been found that
fingerspelling can aid students in decoding English print
by being the visual phonological bridge (Haptonstall-Nykaza
& Schick, 2007).

Universities and colleges recognition of ASL. American
Sign Language is recognized as a distinct, fully developed,
natural language of the Deaf in the United States of
America and parts of Canada. American Sign Language has its
own unique grammar and rules systems distinct from English
and distinct from other natural sign languages. The
linguistic structure of ASL, the grammar, and rule systems
has been the subject of intense research and study since
1960. In addition, the place of ASL within Deaf culture and
the Deaf community has received and continues to receive
scholarly inquiry.
Information available through the Laurent Clerc
National Deaf Education Center at Gallaudet University
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maintains a list of states that have passed legislation
recognizing ASL as a language. As of September 2006, 40
states have enacted some type of legislation and in many
states ASL is offered for foreign language credit at both
the high school and post secondary levels
(http://www.ncssfl.org/links/ASL.pdf). While individual
state legislation varies, the trend is clear that more and
more colleges and universities are accepting ASL as
satisfying second language/foreign language requirements.
With more colleges and universities recognizing ASL and
with the popularity of teaching hearing children to sign,
there are more opportunities now than ever before to learn
ASL.

Bilingualism
By and large, deaf educators and parents of deaf
children realize the need to prepare deaf/hard of hearing
children to be successful in the hearing society and the
use of the written language along with being proficient in
the national sign language in order to be a full
participant in the Deaf community. Different researchers
have advocated the use of both ASL and English to teach
students who are deaf/hard of hearing (Ausbrooks, 2007;
DeLana, Gentry & Andrews, 2007; Ewoldt, 1996; Hoffmeister,
2000; Johnson, Liddell, & Erting, 1989; Livingston, 1997;
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Nover, Andrews, Baker, Everhart, & Bradford, 2002; Nover,
Andrews, & Everhart, 2001; Kuntze, 2004; Lane, Hoffmeister,
& Bahan, 1996; Li, 2005; Padden & Ramsey, 1998; Prinz &
Strong, 1998, 2000; Quigly & Paul, 1984; Singleton,
Supalla, Litchfield, & Schley, 1998).

Language Threshold Theory. The linguist, Jim Cummins,
introduced the concepts of Basic Interpersonal
Communication Skills (BICS) and Cognitive Academic Language
Proficiency (CALP) as part of the Language Threshold Theory
(Cummins, 1976, 1979, 1981, 2008). Cummins noticed
significant differences between the approximate two year
time frame needed to become fluent in a language for
conversational purposes and the minimum five years to
achieve academic proficiency at grade level. Cummins
described BICS as the language skills needed in daily
situations that are highly embedded in context, and CALP
refers to the formal learning and use of language in
academics. This theory has unique application for deaf/hard
of hearing students because delay in academic language
impacts all areas of formal education. In 2008, Cummins
reported that his work applies to ASL and English even
though they are in different modalities. The focus tends to
be on academic English and social ASL but in Cummins’ view
we need to have proficiency in both the academic and social
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English along with academic and social American Sign
Language (Cummins, 1991, 2000).
Hearing students arrive at school with their daily
language skills well entrenched in their routines and
interpersonal behaviors. Deaf/hard of hearing students are
often delayed because so much emphasis is placed on
learning academic vocabulary and not on the basic
interpersonal skills. This manifests itself in deaf/hard of
hearing students’ delay in academic performance and
assessment on traditional standardized tests because they
have not yet developed competency in BICS. Cummins also
theorizes that for bilingual children, there is a common
underlying proficiency (CUP) between the two languages and
that the skills in the first language will transfer to the
second.
Cummins’ view of language interdependence is important
for developing skills in ASL. Children are capable of
learning two languages simultaneously and are able to
distinguish between the two languages, regardless of the
modalities of the languages (Petitto et al., 2001). Evans
(1999) advocates using ASL as the language of instruction
as it influences social conversation, access to information
and culture. In the Netherlands, it was found that students
with better sign language vocabulary also had a larger
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written Dutch vocabulary (Hermans, Knoors, Ormel &
Verhoeven, 2008). Participants in another study were given
22 invented nonsense signs using the established
phonological parameters of sign formations. The nonsense
signs were given in pairs with only one of the parameters
being different between the two signs. The results showed
that the more skilled signers who knew the linguistic
structure of signs used strategies to differentiate between
the 22 invented signs (Siple, Caccamise, & Brewer, 1982).

Language of instruction. Schools in Sweden and Norway
use sign language for instruction in content knowledge
while maintaining the importance of the spoken language and
teaching that through print (Bagga-Gupta & Domfors, 2003;
Sutton-Spence, 2003). In 1977, legislation passed in
Swedish parliament to recognize sign language as the first
language of deaf people (Monaghan, Nakamura, Schmaling &
Turner, 2003) and children with cochlear implants in
Denmark are educated in sign language with additional
auditory/oral training (Fjord, 2001). Bilingual/Bicultural
education for deaf children has not been widely implemented
in the United States. Bilingual education involves using
ASL as the language of instruction while using print
resources to teach English, in addition to speech services.
Both languages are respected and competency in both is
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expected. Furthermore, socialization in both hearing and
Deaf cultures is advocated and developed.
As the sign language of children develops, their use
of it becomes more flexible and creative. Simultaneously,
the students develop better use of English and can create
even more complex constructions of the language. Deaf
adults reported that English language skills continued to
develop with more experience using print (Dalby &
Letourneau, 1991 as cited in Musselman, C., 2000).

Learning to Read
The ability to read is fundamental to education and
carries implications far beyond the school classroom. Being
able to read opens doors to new ideas and opportunities for
growth. Researchers have studied this amazing process for
years and have proposed varying theories for reading
acquisition. Therefore, research abounds with differing
theories on how to teach reading and exactly which
cognitive processes need to be emphasized. After much
study, the National Reading Panel identified five essential
components for teaching reading: phonemic awareness,
phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension (National
Institute of Child Health and Human Development, 2000).
The National Reading Panel’s recommendations are
geared toward hearing students yet they directly apply to
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deaf/hard of hearing children (Schirmer, 2005). Research
has shown that skilled deaf readers are able to read at a
faster rate than average deaf readers (Easterbrooks &
Huston, 2007; Kelly, 1993) that addresses fluency. In
addition, phonological awareness and decoding skills is a
predictor of reading success in deaf/hard of hearing
students. When there is a strong performance on decoding,
students are able to store concepts using phonological
skills (Narr, 2008). For deaf/hard of hearing, fluency must
include the ability to read both signed and printed
language with speed, accuracy, and proper expression
(Schirmer, 2005). Despite all the research, nobody really
seems to know how to best teach reading skills to the
deaf/hard of hearing (Musselman, 2000).

Development of sight words. Sight words are those
words that have been read before and are easy to remember.
They are automatic and do not require the laborious
processes of decoding because they are known (Ehri, 1995).
Ehri’s theory on how we learn words so automatically
proposes that new readers make a connection between the
spellings and phonological representations of the words and
then transfer the information to memory (1995). This
phonological memory is an important task in reading the
word without segmenting the phonemes (Ehri, 2005). These
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sight words are so automatic that the brain recognizes them
without effort.

Dolch words. The first list of sight words was
researched and published by Edward Dolch in 1936. Dolch
reviewed common children’s reading books of the day and
found that the most frequently used words were not the
nouns that teachers emphasized. From there, Dolch created
five levels of sight words that are viewed as the minimum
that students must master to be successful readers. There
are 220 words in the original list with an additional 95
nouns related to young children and their interests (Dolch,
1936). In 1976, Jerry Johns revisited the usefulness of the
Dolch words and found that these basic sight words have not
changed. It is important to teaching reading in a
meaningful way knowing these words do not change. These
words are so important to literacy that teachers are
encouraged to teach these words to students with
severe/profound disabilities (Browder, Wakeman, Spooner,
Ahlgrim-Delzell, & Algozzine, 2006; Paul, 1993). As we
progress in our reading ability we add many more words to
our own personal memory based on prior reading. (Ehri,
2005).
Achieving automaticity of these words requires
stimulating and frequent practice (Kelly, 2003). Young
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students can learn these sight words quickly through
repetition and flashcards (Stuart, Masterson, & Dixon,
2000). When students learn the sight words, their memory is
freed up to focus on the other tasks of reading
comprehension--that is sharing meaning with the author
(Kelley, 1993). Storing sight words in memory with
connections to graphemes, phonemes, pronunciations, and
meanings of word units helps achieve automaticity (Ehri,
2005).

Fairview Learning Program. Seeing that deaf children’s
reading and language skills significantly improved when ASL
and English were taught at the same time, Schimmel and
colleagues (1999) developed an intervention used at the
Mississippi School for the Deaf. Throughout the study
students monitored their progress and teachers became more
involved in data analysis and different instructional
strategies (Schimmel, Edwards & Prickett, 1999). As a
result, The Fairview Learning Corporation was formed and
the materials have been made commercially available for
purchase.
The five components of the Fairview program are
phonemic awareness, Adapted Dolch word lists, Bridge lists
and Bridging, reading comprehension, and ASL
development/language experience stories (Schimmel &
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Edwards, 1998). The Adapted Dolch word lists were used in
this study. The Adapted Dolch word lists are considered

adapted because there are often multiple signs for one
English word and deaf students must learn both the printed
English word, the multiple meanings in English, and the
corresponding signs in ASL simultaneously. Schirmer and
McGough (2005) criticized the initial study conducted by
Schimmel et al., because the methods of assessments were
not clearly reported. In this study the researcher has been
in personal contact with Dr. Schimmel numerous times to
ensure the accuracy and utility of the data collection
procedures of this study from the outset.
Lisa Dimling (2007) completed her doctoral work using
the basics of the Fairview system. Dimling used a multiple
baseline across subjects study and found that using real
life experience in connection with the Adapted Dolch words
showed significant gains in vocabulary. Students mastered
more than 80% of the adapted Dolch words and this
intervention showed even greater progress than Schimmel’s
study. The students improved their mastery in recognition,
production, and compression of Dolch word vocabulary and
did so with a more positive attitude (Dimling, 2007).

Nicaragua
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With the vast amount of research available discussing
varying reading theories and strategies, it is difficult to
comprehend the amount of illiteracy that still exists for
this country to overcome buttressing the notion that in
order to be useful, literacy must be useful to the
community (Tupas, 2008).

National Literacy Crusade. In 1995, the illiteracy
rate of Niacaraguan adults over the age of 25 was 35%
(Polich, 2005). This is after the National Literacy Crusade
of 1980 which was only 5 months long. At the 10 year follow
up only 9% of the population was found to be literate and a
majority of these individuals could no longer read or write
(Sandiford, Lankshear, Montenegro, Sanchez, & Cassel,
1994). The 1998 Human Development Report showed Nicaragua
with a literacy rate below 70% and with the smallest amount
of progress in the past 25 years. In 1997 the country’s
underemployment rate was 36%. For example, sewing workers
in the Free Trade Zone were paid an average of 22 ¢ per
hour and the average per capita income was less than $1,000
per year (Sandiford, Lankshear, Montenegro, Sanchez, &
Cassel, 1994). Since Nicaragua has transferred from a
socialist government to a capitalistic government (ArendsKuenning & Duryea, 2006, Educational provision for ethnic
minority groups in Nicaragua, 1988) there is a weak economy
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with so many needs that education falls toward the bottom
of the list.

Views of deafness. Polich (2005) describes three views
of deafness that are held concurrently in Nicaragua:
eternal children, remedial subjects, and social agents. As
eternal children, deaf are not expected to ever act as
independent adults and can never be involved in society. As
remedial subjects, deaf individuals are seen as something
needing fixed through oral speech in order to be restored
to society.
The third view is the one held by the recently formed
Asociación Nacional de Sordos De Nicaragua (ANSNIC), the
national Nicaraguan association of the Deaf, that deaf
people are social agents merely by being integrated in the
deaf association. With ISN as a mode of communication the
association is able to provide educational and employment
possibilities, in particular training people to be sign
language interpreters. The Asociación Nacional de Sordos De
Nicaragua empowers the deaf to be proactive while at the
same time protecting the new language of ISN. Through the
association deaf people are socializing with each other at
a much younger age and are able to stay in contact for a
longer time.
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Nicaragua deaf. Among the deaf in Nicaragua the
underemployment rate for the surveyed deaf group was 68%,
approximately 26% of deaf respondents could be considered
financially independent, and 89% of the deaf stated they
are receiving help from relatives for housing, food,
clothing, electricity, water, or transportation. There is
little potential for changing the financial situation with
family incomes and educational achievement being very low
(Polich, 2005).

Deaf education history in Nicaragua. The above
statistics paint a bleak picture for the deaf in Nicaragua.
When Polich was completing her dissertation field work in
Nicaragua in 1997, she wanted to reconstruct the history of
education for deaf children there and found that there had
been some type of education for deaf children in Nicaragua
in the 1940s. It was not until 1981 when the vocational
center was founded and not until 1986 that the deaf
association was organized. With the deaf community formed,
deaf individuals were able to and continue to realize their
potential as members of the larger society (Polich, 2005, p
1-3).
In her nine-year study Polich (2005) noted that the
sign language of Nicaragua did not emerge as its own entity
until a community of users met on a regular basis and they
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did so beyond childhood. Until then, children with hearing
loss had been traditionally seen as a punishment from God
for a sin that was committed--history repeating itself.
Throughout history, there have been forces working against
any kind of deaf community organizing. During the late
1800s in the United States, Alexander Graham Bell urged the
passing of legislation to ban deaf individuals from
marrying for fear of a deaf race (Arnos & Downs, 1994;
Baynton, 1988; Macdonald, 1994). Thirty states in the
United States made it legal to sterilize people with mental
retardation from 1907 to 1958 some of whom were deaf
(Monaghan, Schmaling, Nakamura, & Turner, 2003). These
policies are no longer in effect in the United States, but
other communities across the world have worked against deaf
individuals in different ways.
In Nicaragua, the government does not recognize a deaf
person as a competent human being and the courts are not
required to provide interpreters, therefore, a deaf person
must depend on a guardian for assistance. These policies
have contributed to the idea that deaf persons are never
expected to be independent individuals and are consequently
seen as eternal children throughout Nicaragua (Polich,
2005). With little hope for a successful future, learned
helplessness continues its vicious cycle.
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President Anastasio Somoza first implemented special
education practices in Nicaragua in 1946 with the founding
of the Special Education School Number 1 (Polich, 2001).
The founders of the school were interested in individuals
with cognitive delays and mental retardation, and like in
many other countries the deaf were included in this group.
In 1979, approximately 100 students at the school had
hearing losses and were taught by only nine teachers
(Polich, 2001). However, because deafness was primarily
seen as a medical problem to be fixed, the teaching
methodology was oral only (Polich, 2005).
Oral teaching methodologies in Nicaragua were
influenced by the teachings of Natalia Popova who was
trained in Moscow to teach deaf students through oral
methods, but fingerspelling was allowed reluctantly, for
reinforcement. Popova later supervised all teachers of the
deaf in Nicaragua using strict oral methodology. Some
teachers feared using any gestures because Popova was so
rigid about the ban on using any sign language (Polich,
2005). With the emphasis on learning concrete nouns, little
abstract reasoning or thought could be provoked. To remedy
this, the students continued to use a modified home signing
system or sophisticated gestures outside the classroom. It
is interesting to note that even though sign language was
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banned, deaf people developed a sign language in order to
communicate--especially among children.
In 1983, a workshop was held in Costa Rica at a school
for the deaf. Yadira Miranda was a teacher of the deaf from
Nicaragua who also had a deaf daughter. Miranda attended
this conference and she began to realize that forbidding
the use of sign language was limiting the deaf (Polich,
2005). This could be seen as the first catalyst for change.
When Popova left Nicaragua in 1983, several people
began using manual modes of communication and the Ministry
of Education became more flexible about the use of sign
language. However, it took nine years for the Ministry of
Education to officially allow sign language as a method of
instruction.
While trying to locate deaf individuals who had been
in school during Popova’s time, numerous interviews of
former teachers, family members, and deaf individuals were
conducted. From these interviews, 90% of the names gathered
were adult members of ANSNIC who preferred to communicate
in sign language and felt like failures in oral language
(Polich, 2000, 2005). In an interview with another teacher
in deaf education in Nicaragua, Polich (2005) asked for
names of those who were successful using the oral
methodology. One teacher replied: “...all the names that
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come to mind are kids that are now active in the deaf
association” (Polich, p. 74).

Nicaraguan Sign Language. When the Sandinistas enacted
literacy initiatives, the school in Managua began admitting
deaf students. While the methodology was strictly oral, the
“mimicas” were using their home signs to try and
communicate with each other outside the classroom. While
isolated, individual families had created “home signs” in
order to communicate basic physical needs and rudimentary
requests without any other linguistic input (Sandler,
2001). The students were no longer isolated and began using
their home signs to try and communicate with each other
(Kegl, 1994; Senghas & Kegl, 1994; Senghas, Senghas, &
Pyers, 2005). While the teaching methodology inside of the
classroom was strictly oral, outside of the classroom, a
sign language was being created and utilized by the
children through their regular, consistent contact (Fox,
2007; Polich, 2005). Even though students did not yet have
a fully formed language, the children had begun a basic
sign language that has since developed into a full
language. Because the children did not begin with an
established, shared language, the students began to
systematize their signs and to incorporate more facial
features amongst themselves. Just like Singleton’s (1989)
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longitudinal studies of a deaf child who was able to
achieve near native-like American Sign Language even though
his parents were late learners of the language, the
children in Nicaragua were able to surpass their language
models. When comparing the group of students who entered
the special school in Managua before the age of seven with
the group of students entering school after the age of
seven, the younger group had already infused more spatial
grammar than the older group (Fox, 2007; Polich, 2005;
Senghas, 2003). Such language emergence de novo is rare but
does provide evidence that languages will develop even in
less than optimal conditions (Kegl, 2002).

Linguists’ heaven. After the Nicaraguan Revolution in
1979, Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua slowly emerged and has
been documented since 1986 (Kegl, Senghas & Coppola, 1999;
Polich, 2005). Linguists have flocked to Nicaragua to study
a new language, especially because it was the children who
were creating the language (Senghas & Coppola, 2001). As
the students gathered, a pidgin language soon developed and
was known as Lenguaje de Señas de Nicaragua. When the
second generation of students came to school, Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (ISN) developed as a language that had
structure and was fully complex (Bickerton, 2008). In order
to be a language, it needs interaction within a community
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and it needs time to evolve. The linguistic complexity
develops over time with each generation furthering the
maturation of the language, in particular the Nicaraguan
sign language (Meir, Sandler, Padden & Aronoff, 2003;
Senghas & Coppola, 2001). Beginning with only gestures and
home signs, a complete language had evolved before the
existence of a Deaf community (Bickerton, 2008, Kegl, 2002;
Polich, 2005).
Language is perhaps the greatest invention of all time
but language does not exist in a vacuum (Deutscher, 2005).
The alphabet of ISN is based on the one-handed alphabet
used in the United States, Canada, and Costa Rica. Gloria
Campos, a Nicaraguan woman, spent two years (1972 to 1974)
working at St. Joseph’s School for the Deaf in New York and
returned to Costa Rica with the fingerspelling alphabet she
learned in the United States. At the same time, Gallaudet
College established the program Regional de Recursos Para
la Sordera (Regional Resource Program on Deafness) at the
University of Costa Rica in 1974. With teaching methodology
being strictly oral in both Costa Rica and Nicaragua, the
total communication philosophy, encouraged through
Gallaudet College began to spread to Nicaragua via Costa
Rica (Polich, 2005).
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Other global influences are evident as well. There is
a strong Swedish influence on ISN as a result of the
Swedish Federation of the Deaf providing funds to establish
a house for the ANSNIC (Senghas, R.J., 2003). Judy Kegl, a
linguist from the University of Southern Maine who has been
researching ISN since 1986 wrote the introduction to the
ISN dictionary project. The global influences on ISN are
evident and ANSNIC is making every effort to preserve the
integrity of the original signs and grammar. When visiting
with ANSNIC members, there is a collective concern that ASL
will usurp ISN and that the government will mandate a sign
system that follows spoken Spanish (personal communication,
2008). Even though the alphabet is based on ASL, there are
differences unique to the community. Because the sign --t-is actually an offensive gesture in Nicaragua, the ISN --t-

- has been modified. The --s-- is shaken and the --x-moves downward at an angle. In addition, signs for --ll,

ch, ñ-- have been included to correspond with Spanish
(ANSNIC, 1997).

Los Pipitos, León Nicaragua
The Omaha Suburban Rotary Club obtained a grant from
Rotary International to establish a private school for 15
deaf children ages 3-9 years in León, Nicaragua. The intent
is to continue adding classrooms so that primary and
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secondary education for the deaf/hard of hearing children
in Nicaragua could be completed with the partnership
between Omaha and León. A sister university relationship
has been established between the University of Nebraska at
Omaha and the Autonomous University of Nicaragua-León
allowing for reciprocal internships for college students
(Coyne, 2008). With teachers who use ISN in the classroom,
the potential to educate 75-90 deaf children in León could
become a reality by 2019 (Coyne, 2008).

Sign Language
In order to accurately document the magnitude,
complexity, and humanity of sign language the following
tables are presented so that non-signing readers may have a
greater contextual immersion into the richness and fullness
of sign language. The signs are documented with the initial
handshape and location but not necessarily the movement.
For some selected signs, the final handshapes and location
are presented. Because Stokoe’s original parameters were
used in this study, non-manual markers and palm
orientations are not included in the photos or in the
analysis. The ASL alphabet is displayed in Table 1. The ISN
alphabet is displayed in Table 2. In Table 3 the preprimer
ASL signs for English Dolch words are displayed along side
of the corresponding ISN signs for the preprimer Spanish
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Dolch words. The primer ASL signs for English Dolch words
are displayed along side of the corresponding ISN signs for
the primer Spanish Dolch words are found in Table 4.
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Table 1

American Sign Language Alphabet

A

B

C

F

G

H

D

E

I

J

O
K

L

P

Q

M

N

R

S

T
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Table 1

American Sign Language Alphabet (Cont.)

Y
V
U

Z

W

X
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Table 2

Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua Alphabet

A

E

B

F

C

G

CH

D

H

I

M
J

L
K

LL
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Table 2

Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua Alphabet (Cont.)

N

R

Ñ

O

S

P

U
T

X
W

Y
Z

Q

V
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua
ASL

ISN

a

and

y

lejas

away
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)

ASL

ISN

grande

big

blue 1

azul
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)

ASL

blue 2

blue 3

blue 4

ISN
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)

ASL

can 1

can 2

can 3

ISN

puede,
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)

ASL

ISN

venir
come
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)

ASL

ISN

down
abajo
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

find

ISN

encontrar

for

funny

chistoso
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

go
ir
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

go

ayudar
help
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

here

I

ISN

aqui

yo
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

in
en

ser

is
it

es

(fingerspell)

(fingerspell)
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

saltar
jump

little

poco
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

little

poco

pequeno
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

look

mirar
look (seem)

look (search)
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

look (search)

make

make (build)

hacer
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

make (clean)

make (develop)

make (clean)

ISN
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

make (earn)

make (force)

make (cause)

ISN
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

me
mi

my

not
nada
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

one

uno/una

play

play (act)

jugar
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

play (invent)

rojo/roja
red

rojo/roja
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

correr
run

run

run (nose)
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

run (water)

run (stream)

run (in nylons)

ISN
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

run (campaign)

run (manage)

run (continue)

ISN
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

dijo
said

see

mirar
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

the

(fingerspell)

el/la

three

tres

to
a
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

two

up

ISN

dos

subir
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

nosotros
we

2 people

3 people
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

4 people

5 people

donde
where
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

where

yellow

you

amarillo

tu/usted
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Table 3

Preprimer American Sign Language Compared to Preprimer
Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

you- plural

ISN

ustedes
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua
ASL

all

ISN

todos

soy/estoy

are
at

en

(fingerspell)

(no sign)
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

comi
ate

eat + past tense

eat + past tense

ser/estar

be

negro
black
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

café
brown

but

pero

came + past tense
vino + past tense
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

did
(fingerspell)

hice + past tense
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

do

ISN

hacer

do

hacer

eat

comer
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

four

cuatro

get
traer

get (become)
traer
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

get (arrive)

good

bueno

have
tener
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

finish

he

el

into

en
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

like
gustar

like (also)

must
tiene que
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

must (require)

new

nuevo

no

no
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

no (none)

on

encima de

sobre
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

out
fuera
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

please

por favor

bonito/bonita
pretty
ran

corrió

(same as run above +

(same as correr above + past

past tense)

tense)
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

ride

montar

saw

vi (+ past tense)

(see + past tense)
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

saw
(see + past tense)

saw (ax)

saw (2 person)

ISN
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

saw (directional)

say

decir

she

ella
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN
tan

so (a lot)

soon

soon (short)

pronto
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL
e

soon

ISN
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN
este

that

there

alla/ alli
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

there

alla/ alli
es

this

this
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

this (now)

too

too (same)

tambien
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

too (similar)

under

debajo de
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

want

ISN

quiero
era

was
(is + past tense)

well

bien
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

well (good)

well

well (water)

ISN

bien
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

went
fue
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

what

que

white

blanco
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

quien
who

no word/no sign
embedded in grammar

will
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Table 4

Primer American Sign Language Compared to Primer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua (Cont.)
ASL

ISN

with

con

yes

si
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CHAPTER THREE
Methodology

The Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to evaluate preprimer and
primer Dolch Sight Words and sign language frequency and
phonology--location, handshape, and movement--used to
support deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development
in Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua, a developing language,
compared to American Sign Language, an established
language.

Research Design
The research design for this descriptive comparative
survey naturalistic field study is displayed in the
following notation:
X1-Y1 O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8
X1-Y2 O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8
X1 = Dolch Sight Words
Y1 = documented Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua (ISN)
supporting deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy
development
Y2 = documented American Sign Language (ASL) supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development
O1 = preprimer signed Dolch words and sign frequencies.
O2 = primer signed Dolch words and sign frequencies.
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O3 = preprimer signed sight words phoneme--location
frequencies.
O4 = primer signed sight words phoneme--location
frequencies.
O5 = preprimer signed sight words phoneme--handshape
frequencies.
O6 = primer signed sight words phoneme--handshape
frequencies.
O7 = preprimer signed sight words phoneme--movement
frequencies.
O8 = primer signed sight words phoneme--movement
frequencies.

Research Questions
The following research questions were drawn from my
Nicaraguan field study of Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua
(ISN) and my understanding of American Sign Language (ASL).
Both languages were used to guide the study in an analysis
of cross cultural preprimer and primer words, signs,
location, handshape, and movement frequencies supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development.
Overarching Research Question #1: Is there a
statistically significant difference between documented ASL
adapted preprimer Dolch words list word and sign
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frequencies compared to ISN adapted preprimer Dolch words
list word and sign frequencies?
Research Question #1 utilized a chi-square test of
significance to compare observed verses expected ASL and
ISN adapted preprimer Dolch words list word and sign
frequencies. Because multiple statistical tests were
conducted, a .01 alpha level was employed to help control
for Type 1 errors. Frequencies and percents are displayed
in tables.
Overarching Research Question #2: Is there a
statistically significant difference between documented ASL
adapted primer Dolch words list word and sign frequencies
compared to ISN adapted primer Dolch words list word and
sign frequencies?
Research Question #2 utilized a chi-square test of
significance to compare observed verses expected ASL and
ISN adapted primer Dolch words list word and sign
frequencies. Because multiple statistical tests were
conducted, a .01 alpha level was employed to help control
for Type 1 errors. Frequencies and percents are displayed
in tables.
Research Question #3: Is there a statistically
significant relationship between documented ISN--location-supporting deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy
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development and documented ASL--location--supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
preprimer Dolch words?
Research Sub-Question #3a. Is there a statistically
significant correlation between location supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
documented ISN compared to documented ASL preprimer Dolch
words?
Research Question #3a utilized a Pearson r correlation
coefficient to measure the relationship between ASL and ISN
adapted preprimer Dolch words location frequencies. Because
multiple statistical tests were conducted, a .01 alpha
level was employed to help control for Type 1 errors.
Means, standard deviations, Pearson product-moment
correlation, the coefficient of determination, and the
probability level are displayed in tables.
Research Question #4: Is there a statistically
significant relationship between documented ISN--handshape-supporting deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy
development and documented ASL--handshape--supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
preprimer Dolch Words?
Research Sub-Question #4a. Is there a statistically
significant correlation between handshape supporting
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deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
documented ISN compared to documented ASL preprimer Dolch
words?
Research Question #4a utilized a Pearson r correlation
coefficient to measure the relationship between ASL and ISN
adapted preprimer Dolch Words handshape frequencies.
Because multiple statistical tests were conducted, a .01
alpha level was employed to help control for Type 1 errors.
Means, standard deviations, Pearson product-moment
correlation, the coefficient of determination, and the
probability level are displayed in tables.
Research Question #5: Is there a statistically
significant relationship between documented ISN--movement-supporting deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy
development and documented ASL--movement--supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
preprimer Dolch words?
Research Sub-Question #5a. Is there a statistically
significant correlation between movement supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
documented ISN compared to documented ASL preprimer Dolch
words?
Research Question #5a utilized a Pearson r correlation
coefficient to measure the relationship between ASL and ISN
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adapted preprimer Dolch words movement frequencies. Because
multiple statistical tests were conducted, a .01 alpha
level was employed to help control for Type 1 errors.
Means, standard deviations, Pearson product-moment
correlation, the coefficient of determination, and the
probability level are displayed in tables.
Research Question #6: Is there a statistically
significant relationship between documented ISN--location-supporting deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy
development and documented ASL--location--supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
primer Dolch words?
Research Sub-Question #6a. Is there a statistically
significant correlation between location supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
documented ISN compared to documented ASL primer Dolch
words?
Research Question #6a utilized a Pearson r correlation
coefficient to measure the relationship between ASL and ISN
adapted primer Dolch words location frequencies. Because
multiple statistical tests were conducted, a .01 alpha
level was employed to help control for Type 1 errors.
Means, standard deviations, Pearson product-moment
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correlation, the coefficient of determination, and the
probability level are displayed in tables.
Research Question #7: Is there a statistically
significant relationship between documented ISN--handshape-supporting deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy
development and documented ASL--handshape--supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
primer Dolch words?
Research Sub-Question #7a. Is there a statistically
significant correlation between handshape supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
documented ISN compared to documented ASL primer Dolch
words?
Research Question #7a utilized a Pearson r correlation
coefficient to measure the relationship between ASL and ISN
adapted primer Dolch words handshape frequencies. Because
multiple statistical tests were conducted, a .01 alpha
level was employed to help control for Type 1 errors.
Means, standard deviations, Pearson product-moment
correlation, the coefficient of determination, and the
probability level are displayed in tables.
Research Question #8: Is there a statistically
significant relationship between documented ISN--movement-supporting deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy
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development and documented ASL--movement--supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
primer Dolch words?
Research Sub-Question #8a. Is there a statistically
significant correlation between movement supporting
deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development for
documented ISN compared to documented ASL primer Dolch
words?
Research Question #8a utilized a Pearson r correlation
coefficient to measure the relationship between ASL and ISN
adapted primer Dolch words movement frequencies. Because
multiple statistical tests were conducted, a .01 alpha
level was employed to help control for Type 1 errors.
Means, standard deviations, Pearson product-moment
correlation, the coefficient of determination, and the
probability level are displayed in tables.

Sign Language Data Collection
The translation of the Dolch words was completed
accurately over a 12-month period including two trips to
Nicaragua. I purchased a commercial package of Dolch words
that had been translated into Spanish to ensure accuracy.
In the translation used, the creators of the program used
two translators: one who was a native English speaker and
one who was a native Spanish speaker to ensure inter-
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interpreter reliability. The translation of Spanish-toEnglish and English-to-Spanish words used throughout this
study was interpreted correctly thanks to my two language
informants and translators referred to in chapter one,
Ulises and Omar, who speak Spanish as their native
language. Ulises also acted as the Spanish-to-English,
English-to-Spanish, and ISN language interpreter who
rendered the message faithfully for this study.
Furthermore, Adolfo, a deaf adult in the Nicaraguan deaf
community, who is widely respected by the Asociación
Nacional de Sordos de Nicaragua, accurately and
painstakingly translated the Spanish Dolch words into ISN.
Adolfo also has a good command of written Spanish. Adolfo,
teaches sign language to parents of deaf/hard of hearing
children at Los Pipitos, school for deaf children, in León,
Nicaragua.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Results
Table 5 displays the preprimer and primer American
Sign Language (ASL) Dolch word and corresponding sign
frequencies. The preprimer and primer Idioma de Señas de
Nicaragua (ISN) Dolch word and corresponding sign
frequencies are displayed in Table 6. The preprimer and
primer ASL Dolch words and signs represented for this study
is an established baseline upon which a developing sign
language, ISN, could be evaluated. This evaluation
facilitated the development and analysis of the research
questions as set forth in chapter three of this study. All
research questions examining the Dolch words to sign
frequencies and sign language phoneme comparisons must be
evaluated within the context of the economic and human
conditions that exist within the two countries of this
study.
While there is agreement that ASL is a recognized
language based on cultural norms, completeness, and
universality of form and function the comparison sign
language of this study, ISN, must be considered a language
developing in a country that has neither solidified its
deaf communities nor sought to adequately embrace the
potential of its deaf individuals. While deaf/hard of
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hearing individuals in the United States of America, enjoy
the availability of a free prekindergarten through 12thgrade public education, that includes individuals with
disabilities, the availability of medical expertise in
hearing loss, the availability of trained deaf education
teachers, access to hearing culture through interpreters
for the deaf/hard of hearing, and general human acceptance,
few of these contextual conditions form the realities of
the deaf/hard of hearing individuals and children who are
living and growing ISN.

Research Question #1
Preprimer ASL Dolch word and sign frequencies compared
to preprimer ISN Dolch word and sign frequencies are found
in Table 7. The first hypothesis was tested using chisquare (X2). The result of X2 displayed in Table 7 was
statistically significantly different where (X2(1, N = 237)
= 10.17, p < .01). Observed verses expected cell
frequencies required a X2 with df = 1, to be greater than a
tabled value of 6.635 for an alpha level of .01 so we
reject the null hypothesis of no difference or congruence
for the preprimer ASL Dolch word and sign frequencies and
preprimer ISN Dolch word and sign frequencies comparison.
Inspecting the frequency and percent findings in Table
7 indicates 95 ASL signs for 40 preprimer Dolch words.
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Taken together the preprimer Dolch words and ASL sign
frequencies indicates a 70% ASL sign to 30% preprimer Dolch
word frequency ratio. At the preprimer level more than two
ASL signs on average for each preprimer Dolch word strongly
represents the primacy of signs that young children use as
they learn to name, describe, order, sense, relate, and
connect with others who communicate as they do--with ASL. A
further inspection of the frequency and percent findings in
Table 7 reveals 51 ISN signs for 51 preprimer Dolch words.
Taken together the preprimer Dolch words and ISN sign
frequencies indicates a 50% ISN sign to 50% preprimer Dolch
word frequency ratio. It is important to note that while
there is a 50:50 ratio, there is not one sign for each
preprimer Dolch word (see Table 6). If the ASL model holds
true that having more preprimer Dolch words (11) as ISN
does may not be as important for children’s language
development--and ultimately reading literacy--than having
more preprimer signs (44) as ASL does which is the greatest
source of variance in the preprimer ASL Dolch word and sign
frequencies and preprimer ISN Dolch word and sign
frequencies comparison.

Research Question #2
Primer ASL Dolch word and sign frequencies compared to
primer ISN Dolch word and sign frequencies are found in
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Table 8. The second hypothesis was tested using chi-square
(X2). The result of X2 displayed in Table 8 was
statistically significantly different where (X2(1, N = 289)
= 25.38, p < .001). Observed verses expected cell
frequencies required a X2 with df = 1, to be greater than a
tabled value of 10.827 for an alpha level of .001 so we
reject the null hypothesis of no difference or congruence
for the primer ASL Dolch word and sign frequencies and
primer ISN Dolch word and sign frequencies comparison.
Inspecting the frequency and percent findings in Table
8 indicates 113 ASL signs for 49 primer Dolch words. Taken
together the primer Dolch words and ASL sign frequencies
indicates a 70% ASL sign to 30% primer Dolch word frequency
ratio--the same sign to word ratio found with the ASL
preprimer comparison found in Table 7. At the primer level
more than two ASL signs on average for each primer Dolch
word strongly represents the primacy of signs that young
children use as they learn to name, describe, order, sense,
relate, and connect with others who communicate as they do-with ASL. A further inspection of the frequency and
percent findings in Table 8 reveals 51 ISN signs for 76
primer Dolch words. Taken together the primer Dolch words
and ISN sign frequencies indicates a 40% ISN sign to 76%
primer Dolch word frequency ratio. At the primer level
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there are fewer ISN signs for each primer Dolch word. If
the ASL model holds true that having more primer Dolch
words (27) as ISN does may not be as important for
children’s language development--and ultimately reading
literacy--than having more primer signs (62) as ASL does
which is the greatest source of variance in the primer ASL
Dolch word and sign frequencies and primer ISN Dolch Word
and sign frequencies comparison.
Table 9 displays the preprimer and primer ASL location
compared to preprimer and primer ISN location. Table 10
displays the preprimer and primer ASL handshape compared to
preprimer and primer ISN handshape. The preprimer and
primer ASL movement compared to preprimer and primer ISN
movement are displayed in Table 11.

Research Question #3
Means and standard deviations of Dolch preprimer ASL
signed phonemes for location and Dolch preprimer ISN signed
phonemes for location are found in Table 12. As seen in
Table 12 the mean number of preprimer ASL signs for
location was 11.63 (SD = 21.82) and the mean number of
preprimer ISN signs for location was 7.38 (SD = 14.79). The
third hypothesis was tested using Pearson product-moment
correlation (r) to determine the nature of the relationship
between Dolch preprimer ASL signed phonemes for location
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and Dolch preprimer ISN signed phonemes for location. The
result of r displayed in Table 13 was statistically
significantly different where r(df = 7 for location count)
= .9851, p < .001.
Based on the substantial relationship (r > .80.)
observed between Dolch preprimer ASL signed phonemes for
location and Dolch preprimer ISN signed phonemes for
location where r = .9851 and a probability level of < .001
the null hypothesis of no relationship for the location
signed phoneme is rejected. Furthermore, the Pearson
product-moment correlation squared r2 = .97 indicates a 97%
coefficient of determination or shared variance between the
two sign languages for the preprimer location phoneme sets
of data (see Figure 1). Finally, taken all together it may
be said that based on the substantial relation observed
between Dolch preprimer ASL signed phonemes for location
and Dolch preprimer ISN signed phonemes for location it may
be assumed that children using ISN have 97% of the location
phonemic means of expressing themselves as do children
using ASL.

Research Question #4
Means and standard deviations of Dolch preprimer ASL
signed phonemes for handshape and Dolch preprimer ISN
signed phonemes for handshape are found in Table 12. As
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seen in Table 12 the mean number of ASL signs for handshape
was 7.95 (SD = 9.69) and the mean number of ISN signs for
handshape was 4.26 (SD = 6.14). The fourth hypothesis was
tested using Pearson product-moment correlation (r) to
determine the nature of the relationship between Dolch
preprimer ASL signed phonemes for handshape and Dolch
preprimer ISN signed phonemes for handshape. The result of

r displayed in Table 13 was statistically significantly
different where r(df = 18 for handshape count) = .7488, p <
.001.
Based on the moderate relationship (r > .50.) observed
between Dolch preprimer ASL signed phonemes for handshape
and Dolch preprimer ISN signed phonemes for handshape where

r = .7488 and a probability level of < .001 the null
hypothesis of no relationship for the handshape signed
phoneme is rejected. Furthermore, the Pearson productmoment correlation squared r2 = .56 indicates a 56%
coefficient of determination or shared variance between the
two sign languages for the preprimer handshape phoneme sets
of data (see Figure 1). Finally, taken all together it may
be said that based on the moderate relation observed
between Dolch preprimer ASL signed phonemes for handshape
and Dolch preprimer ISN signed phonemes for handshape it
may be assumed that children using ISN have 56% of the
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handshape phonemic means of expressing themselves as do
children using ASL.

Research Question #5
Means and standard deviations of Dolch preprimer ASL
signed phonemes for movement and Dolch preprimer ISN signed
phonemes for movement are found in Table 12. As seen in
Table 12 the mean number of ASL signs for movement was 3.88
(SD = 5.36) and the mean number of ISN signs for movement
was 2.46 (SD = 3.13). The fifth hypothesis was tested using
Pearson product-moment correlation (r) to determine the
nature of the relationship between Dolch preprimer ASL
signed phonemes for movement and Dolch preprimer ISN signed
phonemes for movement. The result of r displayed in Table
11 was statistically significantly different where r(df =
23 for movement count) = .7723, p < .001.
Based on the moderate relationship (r > .50.) observed
between Dolch preprimer ASL signed phonemes for movement
and Dolch preprimer ISN signed phonemes for movement where

r = .7723 and a probability level of < .001 was observed
the null hypothesis of no relationship for the movement
signed phoneme is rejected. Furthermore, the Pearson
product-moment correlation squared r2 = .59 indicates a 59%
coefficient of determination or shared variance between the
two sign languages for the preprimer movement phoneme sets
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of data (see Figure 1). Finally, taken all together it may
be said that based on the moderate relation observed
between Dolch preprimer ASL signed phonemes for movement
and Dolch preprimer ISN signed phonemes for movement it may
be assumed that children using ISN have 59% of the movement
phonemic means of expressing themselves as do children
using ASL.
Table 9 displays the preprimer and primer ASL location
compared to preprimer and primer ISN location. Table 10
displays the preprimer and primer ASL handshape compared to
preprimer and primer ISN handshape. The preprimer and
primer ASL movement compared to preprimer and primer ISN
movement are displayed in Table 11.

Research Question #6
Means and standard deviations of Dolch primer ASL
signed phonemes for location and Dolch primer ISN signed
phonemes for location are found in Table 14. As seen in
Table 14 the mean number of primer ASL signs for location
was 13.88 (SD = 27.99) and the mean number of primer ISN
signs for location was 7.38 (SD = 11.73). The sixth
hypothesis was tested using Pearson product-moment
correlation (r) to determine the nature of the relationship
between Dolch primer ASL signed phonemes for location and
Dolch primer ISN signed phonemes for location. The result
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of r displayed in Table 15 was statistically significantly
different where r(df = 7 for location count) = .9728, p <
.001.
Based on the substantial relationship (r > .80.)
observed between Dolch primer ASL signed phonemes for
location and Dolch primer ISN signed phonemes for location
where r = .9728 and a probability level of < .001 the null
hypothesis of no relationship for the location signed
phoneme is rejected. Furthermore, the Pearson productmoment correlation squared r2 = .94 indicates a 94%
coefficient of determination or shared variance between the
two sign languages for the primer location phoneme sets of
data (see Figure 2). Finally, taken all together it may be
said that based on the substantial relationship observed
between Dolch primer ASL signed phonemes for location and
Dolch primer ISN signed phonemes for location it may be
assumed that children using ISN have 94% of the location
phonemic means of expressing themselves as do children
using ASL.

Research Question #7
Means and standard deviations of Dolch primer ASL
signed phonemes for handshape and Dolch primer ISN signed
phonemes for handshape are found in Table 14. As seen in
Table 14 the mean number of ASL signs for handshape was
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10.37 (SD = 12.41) and the mean number of ISN signs for
handshape was 3.74 (SD = 5.17). The seventh hypothesis was
tested using Pearson product-moment correlation (r) to
determine the nature of the relationship between Dolch
primer ASL signed phonemes for handshape and Dolch primer
ISN signed phonemes for handshape. The result of r
displayed in Table 15 was statistically significantly
different where r(df = 18 for handshape count) = .8297, p <
.001.
Based on the substantial relationship (r > .80.)
observed between Dolch primer ASL signed phonemes for
handshape and Dolch primer ISN signed phonemes for
handshape where r = .8297 and a probability level of < .001
the null hypothesis of no relationship for the handshape
signed phoneme is rejected. Furthermore, the Pearson
product-moment correlation squared r2 = .68 indicates a 68%
coefficient of determination or shared variance between the
two sign languages for the primer handshape phoneme sets of
data (see Figure 2). Finally, taken all together it may be
said that based on the substantial relationship observed
between Dolch primer ASL signed phonemes for handshape and
Dolch primer ISN signed phonemes for handshape it may be
assumed that children using ISN have 68% of the handshape
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phonemic means of expressing themselves as do children
using ASL.

Research Question #8
Means and standard deviations of Dolch primer ASL
signed phonemes for movement and Dolch primer ISN signed
phonemes for movement are found in Table 14. As seen in
Table 14 the mean number of ASL signs for movement was 4.54
(SD = 6.17) and the mean number of ISN signs for movement
was 1.96 (SD = 2.85). The eighth hypothesis was tested
using Pearson product-moment correlation (r) to determine
the nature of the relationship between Dolch primer ASL
signed phonemes for movement and Dolch primer ISN signed
phonemes for movement. The result of r displayed in Table
15 was statistically significantly different where r(df =
23 for movement count) = .7797, p < .001.
Based on the substantial relationship (r > .50
approaching .80.) observed between Dolch primer ASL signed
phonemes for movement and Dolch primer ISN signed phonemes
for movement where r = .7797 and a probability level of <
.001 the null hypothesis of no relationship for the
movement signed phoneme is rejected. Furthermore, the
Pearson product-moment correlation squared r2 = .60
indicates a 60% coefficient of determination or shared
variance between the two sign languages for the primer
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movement phoneme sets of data (see Figure 2). Finally,
taken all together it may be said that based on the
moderate to substantial relationship observed between Dolch
primer ASL signed phonemes for movement and Dolch primer
ISN signed phonemes for movement it may be assumed that
children using ISN have 60% of the movement phonemic means
of expressing themselves as do children using ASL.
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Table 5

Preprimer and Primer American Sign Language Dolch Word and
Sign Frequencies
_________________________________________________________
Preprimer

Primer

________________

_______________

words

words

signs

signs

__________________________________________________________
1.

a

1

all

2

2.

and

1

am

2

3.

away

1

are

2

4.

big

3

at

1

5.

blue

4

ate

1

6.

can

3

be

2

7.

come

3

black

1

8.

down

4

brown

1

9.

find

1

but

2

10.

for

1

came

3

11.

funny

2

did

1

12.

go

5

do

3

13.

help

1

eat

1

14.

here

2

four

1

15.

I

1

get

3

16.

in

2

good

1
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Table 5

Preprimer and Primer American Sign Language Dolch Word and
Sign Frequencies (Cont.)
_________________________________________________________
Preprimer

Primer

________________

_______________

words

words

signs

signs

__________________________________________________________
17.

is

2

have

2

18.

it

1

he

2

19.

jump

1

into

2

20.

little

5

like

2

21.

look

4

must

2

22.

make

8

new

1

23.

me

1

no

3

24.

my

1

on

2

25.

not

1

out

3

26.

one

1

please

1

27.

play

3

pretty

1

28.

red

1

ran

11

29.

run

11

ride

3

30.

said

1

saw

5

31.

see

2

say

1

32.

the

1

she

2

33.

three

1

so

2
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Table 5

Preprimer and Primer American Sign Language Dolch Word and
Sign Frequencies (Cont.)
_________________________________________________________
Preprimer

Primer

________________

_______________

words

words

signs

signs

__________________________________________________________
34.

to

2

soon

5

35.

two

1

that

2

36.

up

2

there

2

37.

we

5

this

3

38.

where

2

too

3

39.

yellow

1

under

2

40.

you

2

want

1

41.

was

2

42.

well

4

43.

went

3

44.

what

4

45.

white

1

46.

who

2

47.

will

2

48.

with

1

49.

yes

2

___________________________________________________________
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Table 6

Preprimer and Primer Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua Dolch
Word and Sign Frequencies
_________________________________________________________
Preprimer

Primer

________________

_______________

words

words

signs

signs

__________________________________________________________
1.

a

0

todos

1

2.

y

1

soy/estoy 0

3.

lejas

1

es

0

4.

grande

1

en

0

5.

azul

1

comi

1

6.

poder

3

ser/estar 0

7.

venir

1

negro

1

8.

abajo

1

café

1

9.

encontrar 1

pero

1

10.

para

0

vino

1

11.

chistoso

1

hice

1

12.

ir

3

hacer

2

13.

ayudar

1

comer

1

14.

aqui

1

cuatro

1

15.

yo

1

traer

2

16.

en

2

bueno

1

17.

ser

1

tener

1
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Table 6

Preprimer and Primer Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua Dolch
Word and Sign Frequencies (Cont.)
_________________________________________________________
Preprimer

Primer

________________

_______________

words

words

signs

signs

__________________________________________________________
18.

es

1

el

1

19.

saltar

1

en

1

20.

poco

4

gustar

1

21.

mirar

2

tiene que 1

22.

hacer

1

nuevo

1

23.

mi

1

no

1

24.

mi

1

encime de 2

25.

nada

1

fuera

26.

uno/una

1

por favor 1

27.

jugar

1

bonita/o

1

28.

rojo/roja 2

corrio

1

29.

correr

1

montar

1

30.

dijo

1

vi

1

31.

mirar

2

decir

1

32.

el/la

1

ella

1

33.

tres

1

tan

0

2
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Table 6

Preprimer and Primer Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua Dolch
Word and Sign Frequencies (Cont.)
_________________________________________________________
Preprimer

Primer

________________

_______________

words

words

signs

signs

__________________________________________________________
34.

a

1

pronto

1

35.

dos

1

este

0

36.

subir

1

alla/alli 2

37.

nosotros

1

es

0

38.

donde

1

tambien

2

39.

amarillo

1

debajo de 1

40.

tu,usted

2

quiero

1

41.

era

0

42.

bien

2

43.

fue

3

44.

que

1

45.

blanco

1

46.

quien

1

47.

0

48.

con

1

49.

si

1

___________________________________________________________
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Table 7

Preprimer American Sign Language Dolch Word and Sign
Frequencies Compared to Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua Dolch
Word and Sign Frequencies

American
Sign
Language

Idioma de
Señas de
Nicaragua

N

(%)

N

(%)

Dolch Words

40

(30)

51

(50)

Signs

95

(70)

51

(50)

Sources
of
Data

Total

135 (100)

102 (100)

X2

10.17*

*p < .01 for observed verses expected cell frequencies with

df = 1 and a tabled value = 6.635 for p < .01.
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Table 8

Primer American Sign Language Dolch Word and Sign
Frequencies Compared to Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua Dolch
Word and Sign Frequencies

American
Sign
Language

Idioma de
Señas de
Nicaragua

N

(%)

N

(%)

49

(30)

76

(60)

Signs

113

(70)

51

(40)

Total

162 (100)

Sources
of
Data
Dolch Words

127 (100)

X2

25.38*

*p < .001 for observed verses expected cell frequencies
with df = 1 and a tabled value = 10.827 for p < .001.
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Table 9

Preprimer and Primer American Sign Language Location
Compared to Preprimer and Primer Idioma de Señas de
Nicaragua Location
Preprimer
ASL
ISN
neutral location

Primer
ASL ISN

65

43

82

34

face, or whole head

8

0

2

1

Forehead, brow, or upper face

2

0

1

0

eyes, nose, or mid face

5

3

2

3

lips, chin, or lower face

4

3

15

13

cheek, temple, ear, or side face

0

0

1

0

Neck

0

0

0

0

shoulders, chest, trunk

9

10

8

8

upper arm

0

0

0

0

elbow, forearm

0

0

1

0

inside of wrist

0

0

0

0

back of wrist

0

0

0

0
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Table 10

Preprimer and Primer American Sign Language Handshape
Compared to Preprimer and Primer Idioma de Señas de
Nicaragua Handshape
Preprimer
ASL
ISN

Primer
ASL ISN

fist (as ASL 'a', 's', or 't')

15

11

33

6

flat hand (as ASL 'b' or '4')

31

18

44

18

spread hand (as ASL '5')

17

5

12

4

cupped hand (as ASL 'c', or more
open)

6

0

3

2

claw hand (as ASL 'e', or more
clawlike)

1

0

9

0

okay hand (as ASL 'f'; thumb & index
touch or cross)

1

1

1

5

Pointing hand (as ASL 'g' 'd' or '1')

26

22

29

17

index + middle fingers together (as
ASL 'h,' 'n' or 'u')

5

3

10

3

pinkie (as ASL 'i')

2

0

3

1

thumb touches middle finger of V (as
ASL 'k' or 'p')

0

3

0

3

angle hand,thumb + index (as ASL 'l')

2

4

8

2
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Table 10

Preprimer and Primer American Sign Language Handshape
Compared to Preprimer and Primer Idioma de Señas de
Nicaragua Handshape (Cont.)
Preprimer
ASL
ISN

Primer
ASL ISN

vehicle classifier hand, thumb +
index + middle fingers (as ASL '3')

24

0

1

0

tapered hand, fingers curved over
thumb (as ASL 'o' or 'm')

4

2

20

4

crossed fingers (as ASL 'r')

0

3

1

0

spread index + middle fingers (as ASL
'v')

5

3

3

3

thumb touches pinkie (as ASL 'w')

0

1

3

1

hook (as ASL 'x')

5

2

6

2

horns (as ASL 'y', or as index +
pinkie)

3

3

9

0

bent middle finger; may touch thumb
(as ASL '8’)

4

0

2

0
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Table 11

Preprimer and Primer American Sign Language Movement
Compared to Preprimer and Primer Idioma de Señas de
Nicaragua Movement
Preprimer
ASL
ISN

Primer
ASL ISN

moving upward

5

4

0

0

moving downward

14

5

7

5

moving up and down

0

2

1

2

to the dominant side

3

6

18

1

to the center or non-dominant side

1

0

1

0

side to side

3

3

1

3

toward signer

5

1

9

3

away from signer

24

11

26

12

to and fro

5

3

7

5

Supinate (turn palm up)

0

0

3

1

pronate (turn palm down)

0

0

2

0

twist wrist back & forth

5

1

1

1

nod hand, bend wrist

3

2

4

0
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Table 11

Preprimer and Primer American Sign Language Movement
Compared to Preprimer and Primer Idioma de Señas de
Nicaragua Movement (Cont.)
Preprimer
ASL
ISN

Primer
ASL ISN

open up

1

0

1

0

close

2

1

7

3

wriggle fingers
(symbol looks like a cursive e)

0

0

1

0

circle
(symbol is a spiral)

6

2

3

1

Approach, move together

5

4

2

1

contact, touch

7

11

9

7

link, grasp

0

0

0

0

Cross

2

1

0

1

Enter

1

1

2

1

Separate

1

1

3

1

Exchange positions

0

0

1

1
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Table 12

Means and Standard Deviations of Dolch Preprimer American
Sign Language Signed Phonemes and Dolch Preprimer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua Signed Phonemes

American
Sign
Language
Signs
______ ______
Mean
SD

Idioma de
Señas de
Nicaragua
Signs
______ ______
Mean
SD

Sources
of
Data

Count

Location

8

11.63

(21.82)

7.38

(14.79)

Handshape

19

7.95

(9.69)

4.26

(6.14)

Movement

24

3.88

(5.36)

2.46

(3.13)

___________________________________________________________
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Table 13

Correlational Analysis of Dolch Preprimer American Sign
Language Signed Phonemes and Dolch Preprimer Idioma de
Señas de Nicaragua Signed Phonemes

Sources
of
Data

American
Sign
Language
Signs
_______
sum

Location

93

Handshape
Movement

Idioma de
Señas de
Nicaragua
Signs
_______
sum

r

r2

p

59

.9851

.97

< .001

151

81

.7488

.56

< .001

93

59

.7723

.59

< .001

___________________________________________________________
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r2 = .97

97% Agreement Between ASL and
ISN Preprimer Signed Phoneme Location

r2 = .56

56% Agreement Between ASL and
ISN Preprimer Signed Phoneme Handshape

r2 = .59

59% Agreement Between ASL and
ISN Preprimer Signed Phoneme Movement

Figure 1. Coefficient of determination (r2) between Dolch
preprimer American Sign Language signed phonemes and Dolch
preprimer Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua signed phonemes.
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Table 14

Means and Standard Deviations of Dolch Primer American Sign
Language Signed Phonemes and Dolch Primer Idioma de Señas
de Nicaragua Signed Phonemes

American
Sign
Language
Signs
______ ______
Mean
SD

Idioma de
Señas de
Nicaragua
Signs
______ ______
Mean
SD

Sources
of
Data

Count

Location

8

13.88

(27.99)

7.38

(11.73)

Handshape

19

10.37

(12.41)

3.74

(5.17)

Movement

24

4.54

(6.17)

1.96

(2.85)

___________________________________________________________
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Table 15

Correlational Analysis of Dolch Primer American Sign
Language Signed Phonemes and Dolch Primer Idioma de Señas
de Nicaragua Signed Phonemes

Sources
of
Data

American
Sign
Language
Signs
_______
sum

Location

111

Handshape
Movement

Idioma de
Señas de
Nicaragua
Signs
_______
sum

r

r2

p

59

.9728

.94

< .001

197

71

.8297

.68

< .001

109

47

.7797

.60

< .001

___________________________________________________________
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r2 = .94

94% Agreement Between ASL and
ISN Primer Signed Phoneme Location

r2 = .68

68% Agreement Between ASL and
ISN Primer Signed Phoneme Handshape

r2 = .60

60% Agreement Between ASL and
ISN Primer Signed Phoneme Movement

Figure 2. Coefficient of determination (r2) between Dolch
primer American Sign Language signed phonemes and Dolch
primer Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua signed phonemes.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Conclusions and Discussion

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to evaluate preprimer and
primer Dolch sight words and sign language frequency and
phonology--location, handshape, and movement--used to
support deaf/hard of hearing students’ literacy development
in Idioma de Señas de Nicaragua, a developing language,
compared to American Sign Language, an established
language.
This chapter contains the conclusions and discussion
of the findings from this research effort. The chapter
begins with the conclusions reached from calculating the
data. The next section will contain a discussion of those
conclusions. The discussion will include an assessment of
the significance of the findings. The discussion also will
include recommendations for future research and literacy
intervention in Nicaragua.
The research questions were drawn from my Nicaraguan
field study of ISN and more was drawn from the body of
research on the linguistic features of ASL. Both languages
were used to guide the study in an analysis of the
frequencies of the location, handshape, and movement of
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signs for preprimer and primer words that support deaf/hard
of hearing students’ literacy development in both cultures.

Conclusions
The following conclusions were drawn from the study
for each of the eight research questions.

Research Question #1
Inspecting the frequency and percent findings in Table
7 indicates 95 ASL signs can be used to represent the 40
preprimer Dolch words. Taken together the preprimer Dolch
words and ASL sign frequencies indicates a 70% ASL sign to
30% preprimer Dolch word frequency ratio. At the preprimer
level more than two ASL signs on average for each preprimer
Dolch word strongly represents the primacy of signs that
young children use as they learn to name, describe, order,
sense, relate, and connect with others who communicate as
they do--with ASL. The signs used depend on the meaning
ascribed to the words and the semantic aspects rather than
the print feature. Therefore, semantic intent is the prime
determinant of sign selection.
A further inspection of the frequency and percent
findings in Table 7 reveals 51 ISN signs for 51 preprimer
Dolch words. Taken together the preprimer Dolch words and
ISN sign frequencies indicates a 50% ISN sign to 50%
preprimer Dolch word frequency ratio. However, there is not
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an exact match for one sign for each word as seen in Table
6. If the ASL model holds true, then having 11 more
preprimer Dolch words as ISN does may not be as important
for children’s language development--and ultimately reading
literacy--than having more 44 preprimer signs as ASL does,
which is the greatest source of variance in the preprimer
ASL Dolch word and sign frequencies and preprimer ISN Dolch
word and sign frequencies comparison.

Research Question #2
Inspecting the frequency and percent findings in Table
8 indicates 113 ASL signs for 49 primer Dolch words. Taken
together the primer Dolch words and ASL sign frequencies
indicates a 70% ASL sign to 30% primer Dolch word frequency
ratio--the same sign to word ratio found with the ASL
preprimer comparison found in Table 7. At the primer level
more than two ASL signs on average for each primer Dolch
Word strongly represents the primacy of signs that young
children use as they learn to name, describe, order, sense,
relate, and connect with others who communicate as they do-with ASL. A further inspection of the frequency and
percent findings in Table 8 reveals 51 ISN signs for 76
primer Dolch words. Taken together the primer Dolch words
and ISN sign frequencies indicates a 40% ISN sign to 76%
primer Dolch word frequency ratio. At the primer level
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there are fewer ISN signs for each primer Dolch word. If
the ASL model holds true, then having 27 more primer Dolch
words as ISN does, may not be as important for children’s
language development--and ultimately reading literacy--than
having 62 more primer signs on average than ASL does, which
is the greatest source of variance in the primer ASL Dolch
word and sign frequencies and primer ISN Dolch word and
sign frequencies comparison.

Research Question #3
Based on the substantial relationship (r > .80.)
observed between Dolch preprimer ASL signed phonemes for
location and Dolch preprimer ISN signed phonemes for
location, where r = .9851 and a probability level of < .001
was observed, the null hypothesis of no relationship for
the location signed phoneme is rejected. Furthermore, the
Pearson product-moment correlation squared r2 = .97
indicates a 97% coefficient of determination or agreement
between the two sign languages for the preprimer location
phoneme sets of data. Finally, taken all together it may be
said that based on the substantial relation observed
between Dolch preprimer ASL signed phonemes for location
and Dolch preprimer ISN signed phonemes for location, it
may be assumed that children using ISN have 97% of the
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location phonemic means of expressing themselves as do
children using ASL.

Research Question #4
Based on the moderate relationship (r > .50.) observed
between Dolch preprimer ASL signed phonemes for handshape
and Dolch preprimer ISN signed phonemes for handshape,
where r = .7488 and a probability level of < .001 was
observed, the null hypothesis of no relationship for the
handshape signed phoneme is rejected. Furthermore, the
Pearson product-moment correlation squared r2 = .56
indicates a 56% coefficient of determination or agreement
between the two sign languages for the preprimer handshape
phoneme sets of data. Finally, taken all together, it may
be said that based on the moderate relation observed
between Dolch preprimer ASL signed phonemes for handshape
and Dolch preprimer ISN signed phonemes for handshape, it
may be assumed that children using ISN have 56% of the
handshape phonemic means of expressing themselves as do
children using ASL.

Research Question #5
Based on the moderate relationship (r > .50.) observed
between Dolch preprimer ASL signed phonemes for movement
and Dolch preprimer ISN signed phonemes for movement, where

r = .7723 and a probability level of < .001 was observed,
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the null hypothesis of no relationship for the movement
signed phoneme is rejected. Furthermore, the Pearson
product-moment correlation squared r2 = .59 indicates a 59%
coefficient of determination or agreement between the two
sign languages for the preprimer movement phoneme sets of
data. Finally, taken all together it may be said that based
on the moderate relation observed between Dolch preprimer
ASL signed phonemes for movement and Dolch preprimer ISN
signed phonemes for movement it may be assumed that
children using ISN have 59% of the movement phonemic means
of expressing themselves as do children using ASL.

Research Question #6
Based on the substantial relationship (r > .80.)
observed between Dolch primer ASL signed phonemes for
location and Dolch primer ISN signed phonemes for location,
where r = .9728 and a probability level of < .001 was
observed, the null hypothesis of no relationship for the
location signed phoneme is rejected. Furthermore, the
Pearson product-moment correlation squared r2 = .94
indicates a 94% coefficient of determination or agreement
between the two sign languages for the primer location
phoneme sets of data. Finally, taken all together it may be
said that based on the substantial relationship observed
between Dolch primer ASL signed phonemes for location and
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Dolch primer ISN signed phonemes for location, it may be
assumed that children using ISN have 94% of the location
phonemic means of expressing themselves as do children
using ASL.

Research Question #7
Based on the substantial relationship (r > .80.)
observed between Dolch primer ASL signed phonemes for
handshape and Dolch primer ISN signed phonemes for
handshape, where r = .8297 and a probability level of <
.001 was observed, the null hypothesis of no relationship
for the handshape signed phoneme is rejected. Furthermore,
the Pearson product-moment correlation squared r2 = .68
indicates a 68% coefficient of determination or agreement
between the two sign languages for the primer handshape
phoneme sets of data. Finally, taken all together, it may
be said that based on the substantial relationship observed
between Dolch primer ASL signed phonemes for handshape and
Dolch primer ISN signed phonemes for handshape, it may be
assumed that children using ISN have 68% of the handshape
phonemic means of expressing themselves as do children
using ASL.

Research Question #8
Based on the substantial relationship (r > .50
approaching .80.) observed between Dolch primer ASL signed
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phonemes for movement and Dolch primer ISN signed phonemes
for movement, where r = .7797 and a probability level of <
.001 was observed, the null hypothesis of no relationship
for the movement signed phoneme is rejected. Furthermore,
the Pearson product-moment correlation squared r2 = .60
indicates a 60% coefficient of determination or agreement
between the two sign languages for the primer movement
phoneme sets of data. Finally, taken all together, it may
be said that based on the moderate to substantial
relationship observed between Dolch primer ASL signed
phonemes for movement, and Dolch primer ISN signed phonemes
for movement, it may be assumed that children using ISN
have 60% of the movement phonemic means of expressing
themselves as do children using ASL.

Discussion
Language is constantly in a state of flux and
continues to evolve within communities, cross culturally
and over time (Deutscher, 2005). Many tribal languages have
become extinct; people no longer use the word thou or shall
in common vernacular and with new technological
communication devices, texting abbreviations have
infiltrated written work. This may be viewed as either an
erosion or destruction of the language, or it may be viewed
as part of the necessary journey in a changing world.
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The study of ISN is intriguing to linguists as they
examine the creation of a language while at the same time
document its growth and development. Linguists have been
able to study ISN’s modest beginnings, and to witness the
deep desire for people to communicate and the amazing power
of the brain to create order out of very basic raw
materials. Much of the research has been spent verifying
ISN as a language syntactically such as the use of verbs
and classifiers (Kegl, 1994, 2002; Senghas, 2003; Senghas &
Monaghan, 2002; Senghas, Senghas & Pyers, 2005). It has
been documented that signs are beyond mere gestures and
have the linguistic properties comparable to the spoken
word (Armstrong, 2003).
In this study the linguistic property of phonemes has
been analyzed in relation to ASL and ISN using the first
two levels of Dolch words. Because ISN is in its infancy,
it was decided to use Stokoe’s parameters because his was
the first model to look at sign language phonology.
Furthermore, phonological elements do not convey meaning on
their own, but when combined with other elements they carry
meaning. By studying the smallest parts of the language, it
is possible to see how they form words, phrases, and
sentences used in signed discourse (Brentari, 1998, Stokoe,
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1991). Additional analysis of ISN signs in light of newer
phonological models is an area yet to be explored.
The results of the ASL and ISN sign ratios shows an
imbalance of signs to words. There are significantly more
signs in ASL for the Dolch words than in ISN. This in and
of itself is not surprising because ASL is nearly 200 years
old and ISN is in its early stages of development. Yet,
this study finds that ISN is a young, vibrant, and organic
language with potential for enlarging the vocabulary and
expanding the phonemic features of existing signs.

Location. While there are fewer signs for Dolch words
in ISN overall, there is a significant congruence between
the location phoneme in ASL and the location phoneme in
ISN. There is a 97% agreement in the preprimer and 94% in
the primer between the languages. Following Stokoe’s (1960)
original work in ASL phonology, there are only 12 locations
from which to code the signs. As shown in Table 9, the
neutral location holds the most signs, which is that space
ahead of the signer’s body.
Siedlecki & Bonvillian (1993) studied sign language
acquisition for signing children and found sign locations
being more accurately produced when compared to handshape
and movement. Therefore the earliest acquired sign
locations are neutral space, trunk, chin, and forehead,
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which suggests signs in these locations are easier to
produce (Bonvillian & Siedlecki, 1996). These locations are
important to this study as location in a sign is crucial to
the formation of the other phonological components of a
sign.

Handshapes. Stokoe did not identify every possible
shape a hand could physically form, but instead established
different categories that might include more than one
handshape. For the compact, fist handshape, the sign might
actually be an A, S, T, or 10, but all of those handshapes
would be included in the A category. This arrangement is
much like the English letter c in cat that is different
than the English letter c in check or the English letter c
in cement. There are 19 categories for handshapes under
Stokoe’s system. Individual signs could be further analyzed
by individual handshape, but for Stokoe’s groundbreaking
work the general categories were enough to prove the point.
Boyes Braem’s (1990) study identified the 5, 1, B, and

A handshapes as being acquired first. Conlin, Mirus, Mauk &
Meier (2000) found the 5-hand to be the first handshape
acquired and most likely in the neutral position. This
corresponds with the results of this study. As seen in
Table 10, the most frequent handshapes used in both ASL and
ISN are the fist (A), flat hand (B), spread hand (5) and
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pointing finger (1). Because these handshapes are acquired
first, they are also produced more frequently and with
fewer errors (Orlansky & Bonvillian, 1988).
In this study, there was 56% shared handshape
agreement in the preprimer Dolch words and 68% shared
handshape agreement in the primer Dolch words between ASL
and ISN. The ISN ch handshape was included in the H
handshape category for this study. In this study, any
handshape made during a sign was included in the analysis.
Just as Stokoe’s first dictionary of ASL--organized by the
handshapes not by English words--the ISN dictionary is
organized by the handshapes (ANSNIC, 1995). This seems to
give further credibility to the construct that signed
language is not a stepchild of spoken language.

Movement. While studying other languages, Stokoe
(1960) realized that there were limits to the kinds of
letter combinations that could be used to form words.
Stokoe applied that same idea to sign language when he
identified 24 movements. The five general categories are
vertical, sideways, horizontal, rotary, and interaction.
Within each category are sub categories giving more
specific movements. For this study, the main movements of
individual signs were analyzed and the relationship between
ASL and ISN was found to be moderate to high. The movement
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that was documented to be most prevalent was moving away
from the signer in this study while previous studies have
shown contact to be the most common type of movement
(Conlin et al., 2000). While differences in movement
frequency exist, the possible movements are significantly
related between ASL and ISN.

Dolch words and ISN. Much of sign language development
is noun based, but in order to make a link to literacy the
high frequency sight words must be learned. Dolch words are
primarily function words that can be learned quickly
through repetition and links to visual elements in order to
commit the words to memory (Dolch, 1936; Ehri, 1995;
Stuart, Masterson, & Dixon, 2000). The Fairview Learning
Program incorporates these features by adapting the wellestablished Dolch words and adapting them to also include
the varying sign possibilities in ASL (Schimmel, Edwards, &
Prickett, 1999). This study examined the first two of the
five Dolch word lists using the Fairview model in English
and ASL with the intention to create a similar teaching
methodology in Spanish and ISN. Surrounding the deaf/hard
of hearing students with ISN and written Spanish at home
and at school will be critical for literacy development.

Implications for research. ISN has been closely
evaluated over the first few decades of its existence. This
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study is meant to serve as a foundation for examining the
use of ISN as a means toward achieving literacy for
deaf/hard of hearing students in Nicaragua. In Nicaragua,
medical approaches to deafness will not suffice. Education
in its most basic form will be the path to success.
However, in order to impact change in education, the
history of political and social upheaval, chronic
corruption, and natural disasters of Nicaragua must be
considered. The people making educational decisions in
Nicaragua have been shaped and formed by decades of such
institutional instability (McNamara, 2007). Therefore,
these individuals have their beliefs based on a history of
conflict and not for reforming schools for the future.
In order to use ISN to make the link to literacy for
deaf/hard of hearing, it is important to build
relationships with Nicaraguan people. As researchers and
teacher trainers from the United States, we cannot seek to

fix all of Nicaragua’s societal issues. It is important to
gain the trust of Nicaraguans, to be immersed in their
ideologies, and to assimilate any cultural behaviors
without judgment. It is imperative to provide teacher
training to those teachers on the job, those studying to be
teachers, and the aides working in the classroom who are
usually barely functionally literate (Polich, 2001).
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This study examined the phonemic elements of
individual signs in ISN. Further research will need to
examine the additional influences on the development of the
signs as the community of users expands, as contact among
the users increases, and as ISN is used more for
educational purposes. While this study examined the first
two levels of Dolch words and not general discourse, future
research will need to examine the handshapes and how they
are used to develop classifiers as ISN becomes increasingly
robust over time.
Future field studies will be conducted in conjunction
with Los Pipitos, in León, Nicaragua, and additional
teacher training will be conducted at the invitation and
request of UNAN. Empowering Nicaraguans to be their own
catalyst for change and for ensuring a more successful
future is an overwhelming task and an endeavor in which I
am anxious to continue. To be involved in the Deaf
community in Nicaragua is indeed a privilege and the
opportunity to look at education as the means to success is
exhilarating.
With this study as the foundation, future research
will continue to cultivate the budding of new opportunities
for the deaf in Nicaragua. Teachers will reflect on their
teaching and deaf/hard of hearing students will achieve
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literacy using various teaching strategies. As always,
keeping the Nicaraguan culture first in mind is paramount.
Accordingly, then, I close my study with the preface from

Songs of Life and Hope: The Swans and Other Poems (Acereda
& Derusha, 2001/1905) written by Ruben Dario:

In pursuing the life which God has granted me to live,
I have sought to express myself to the highest and
most noble extent I know how; I start speaking my
verse with a modesty so full of pride that only the
ears of wheat can understand, and I cultivate, among
other flowers, a rosy rose, the concretion of dawn,
the bud of what is to come.
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